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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND RELATED RESEARCH 
Problems Related to Spelling o:r Y>erh1a.ives 
Among problems of the teaching of spelling, these three are of 
major importance:: the number of words to be taught; t:he selection of 
words to be taught; and the time the chosen words should be taught. 
This study is not concerned with the number of words taught except 
as the number is affected by the inclusion or exclusion of derived 
forms. It is, however, concerned with the selection and grade 
placement of spelling words, in the special category of derived forms 
or variants of root words. 
Before these problems can be discussed, it must be noted that 
there are considerable differences in the definition of what 
constitutes a word, with regard to root or base forms and derived 
!/ . 
forms.. Thorndike, in his classic Teacher's Word Book uses the 
following classification: 
"Regular plurals, comparatives and superlatives, verb forms 
in!.,-~, ~, and ing, past participles formed by adding _£1 adverbs 
,in'k that occur less than once in a million words, .. an9. equally 
rare adjectives formed by adding n to names of places are· 
'ordtnarily counted in under the main word.... Some 1idjectives 
in 3 or ~ and some namns in ing are entered separately •••• 
But in general participial adjectives and verbal substantives 
are included under the main word. n 
!7Fidward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, Tlie Teacher• s Word Book of 
30,000 Words, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1944, 274 PP• 
Horn, on the other hand, considers that each dii'.ferent form of a 
word is in fact a dii'ferent word, presents a different problem in 
spelling, and therefore should be counted separately. 'l'his system . 
may be called the use of inflectional units. It is follONed in his 
A Basic Writing Vocabulary,Y an invaluable. compilation of the 101 000 
words used most commonly in adult -writing. 
In the practical work o.f assembling_lists .for the teaching of 
spelling, however: "The notion that all derl vatives must be included 
is an extravagant extension of the idea that all learning is as 
. . h. d 1'y specifJ.c as t e J.tems learne • r 
Thorndike expresses " •••• hope that a more fundamental analysis 
'Will indicate certain combinations of generalization and one-by-one 
. 21 
learning as superior to the latter alone." 
The number of words~- Early in this century a usual number of 
words presented d~ing the eight years of elementary school was 1o,ooo,W 
1/Ernest Horn, A Basic Writing Vocabulary: .10,000- Words Most Commonlz 
Used in Writing, University of Iowa Monograph in Education, Series 1, 
Number 4, April 1, 19Z,6, College of Ed'CCation, University of Iowa, 
Iowa City. 
gjThoinas George Foran, .. The. P'sYchology a:fui. Teach:i.ng o£ Spellil'lg.t 
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. c., 1934, p. 44. 
2/'Edward L. Thorndike, "The Need .of Fu.niamental Analysis of Methods 
of Teaching," Elementary.School Journal. (November, 1929), XXX:l89-91. 
1ifPaul McKee, Language in the Elementary School, Hough ton Mifflin 
Company, Boston,·Bevised edition 1939, P• 331. 
but the generally accepted number nowadays ~s 3500-4000. 
. v,w 
are strong advocates of even smaller numbers. 
There 
In deciding on the number, 
n •••• a great deal depends on the meaning that is attached 
to the word as the unit of count.. I.r derivatives are counted 
separately, the total will be much larger than if they are 
grouped with their root .forms. Since derivatives bear all 
degrees o.r resemblance to their base .forms, there is an 
inde.finite number o.r classifications and o.f word counts and the 
numerical total may not accurately represent the number o.f 
dif.ferent words included. Di.f.ferences in methods o.r counting 
derivatives ~~7tually preclude ~ comparison o.f vocabularies 
or spellers • 1t.2f 
Selection o.f words.-- The .fundamental criterion .for the selection 
§/ 
o.r words was stated as long ago as 1913 by Suzzalo when he wrote~ 
lfSpelling jihoul~ ••• .deal with the childts real spelling needs, no 
matter in what subject tb.ey occur •••• in connection with written 
composition." Extensive word counts have been made, of words read 
and written by children and by adults, to determine immediate and 
f/Foran, op. cit.,, p. 46. 
2/Ernest Horn, 11Research in Spelling, n Elementary English Review 
t'January, 1944), 21:6-13. . 
3/Gertrude Hildreth, "Spellirig in Modern School Programs, tt Language . 
Irts in the Elementary School, Bulletin of the Department. of Elementary 
School Principl~s, Naiioila1 Education Associaion, '1\ventieth Yearbook, 
July, 1941, Volllllle XX:, Number 6, p. 480. 
L./Edward William Dolch, Better Spelling, The Garrard Press, Champaign, 
!llinois, 1942, 270 PP• 
2/Foran, op. cit., P• 43. 
6/Henry Su:z;zalo, The Teaching of Spelling, .. Houghton Mi.fflin Company, 
~aston, 1913, P• 29. 
3 
= 
and permanent usefulness. of words both for reading and ?:J,y,-y,w,2f 
spelling. These are useful as bases for selection. 
Horn emphasizes the point that cruciality of certain words of low 
frequency should give them preference over more common words of +a-ss 
6/ 
importance, in the selection of spelling words.- But because 11 •••• the 
number of words that are frequently written by children in the early 
grades is many times the number included in even the most extensive 
course of study for those grades, .,JJ elimination is a main task in 
selection from a very large number of useful words. y 
Horn Difficulty is another factor in the selection of words. 
states: 1'Many common words would unquestionably be learned by the end 
of the eighth grade -without being systematically studied in spelling 
1/Horn, A Basic Writing Vocabulary, op. cit. 
g/Thorndike and Lorge, The Teacher's Word Book of 30,000 Words, op. cit. 
:2/Arthur I. Gates, Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grades, Teachers 
College, Columbia university, N~w York, 1935,_ 29 PP• . 
4/Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, 
'The Macmillan Company, New York, 1945 ,63~ pp. . .. 
5/B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1936, 185 PP• 
§/Horn, A Basic Writing Vocabulary, op. cit., p. 195 .. 
1/E. Horn, ttSpelling, 1* Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Walter 
s. Monroe, Editor, The Macmillan Company, New York, Revised Edition 
1950, P• 1251. 
~Ibid., P• 1252. 
4 
lessons • 11 There is a great deal of incidental learning by children, 
- y,y 
particularly in connection with reading and English. Derived 
forms are commonly taught as part of the word enrichment program in 
reading. On the basis of such reasoning some authors omit certain 
very common and very useful words; because they do not need to be 
taught. This seems to have been the policy regarding the inclusion 
of sqme variant words and the omission of others in most spelling 
lists. 
The selection of words for spellers is usually claimed to have 
been done "according to the results of research." Actually it has 
-- 2f,.!!f 
been done by balancing these several factors. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that after the most common 500 words, there is 
very wide variance in the selections made by different authors.'2/ 
In most eases some derived forms are included in spellers; the 
1 .;.1-"• t• . 11 . . 1 d t' . . te ~ §/ c ass~~ca ~on ~s usua y emp~~ca , an some ~mes ~cons~s nv. 
1/Horn, DReaearch in Spelling," op. cit. 
2/Ma.rgaret Lee Keyser, The Incidental.Learning of Spelling Through Four 
es of Word Presentation :in Read' , . Unpublished Doctorl! s 
Dissertation, Boston University, 19 • 
.2JMcKee, op. cit., PP• 335-55. 
WHom, "Re~earch in Spelling," ope cit. 
r;JE. A. Betts, Spe~lip.g Vocabuiary Study; American Book Company, 
~ew York, 1940, 72 PP• 
§/In Dolchfs "The 2,000 Commones.t Words. for Spelling" in .;.;.B~e..;.tte..,;..;;.;r~~~~a"ll 
op. cit., seventeen words were found 'Which violate his sta 
exclude words with common suffixes unless the base is changed.· Examples 
both spell and spelling; both step and steps. 
5 
Grade placement.- The grade placement o.f words is also pertinent 
to this study. 
Tidyman said, in his Teaching o.f Spelling:: 11 .... the use o.f the 
word is the most important .factor in determining the grade in which 
it should be taught."Y It is hard to reduce the list o.f needed words 
to a number within the learning range o.f lower grade pupils, and the 
choice is one o.f judgment, based upon a balance o.f .frequency and 
cruciali ty or social importance. 
The other main criterion .for grading spelling study words is 
di.f.ficulty.£1 Buckingham, a.fter compiling a carefully graded list .for 
use as a test,'J/ asked two hundred teachers to arrange a list o.f .fi.fty 
words in the order o.f di.f.ficulty, and .found that, al. though the combined 
judgments yielded an arrangement whl.ch agreed closely with the results 
o.f the tests, individuals a: ..... di.f.fered •••• so widely that •••• the 
trustworthiness o.f the judgment ~.f a single teacher appears to be 
almost o.f no value••••'!' Since that time a number o.f scales have been 
l/Willard F. Tidyman,. The Teac~ o.f Spelling, World Book Company, 
'Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 192 , p. 10. . 
2/Horn, "Spelling,n op. cit., p. 1252. 
- . -
'JIB. R. Buckingham; Spelling Ability; Its Measurement and Distribution, 
Contributions to Education, No. 59, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1913. 
s 
made, graded on the basis of tests. These are very useful 
to authors of spellers and to teachers, in providing a reference for 
expected achievement, although they do not necessarily show the grade 
levels at which words should be presented. There are also compilations 
w,2f,§J 
of recent practice, i. e., placement in spelling text books. 
The difficulties of grade placement are exemplified by Betts 1 finding, 
in a survey of spellers, that seventeen authors agreed 1manimously in 
only 6.26 per cent of the total words used, and in grade placement 
11 
they unanimously agreed on ~ word. 
Graded spelling word lists usually contain numbers of derived 
forms, but there seems to be no systematic approach either to the 
grading of these as groups or t·o the inclusion of derivatives with 
their base words. In spelling textbooks it is common practice to 
YErnest J. Ashbaugh, The IoYia Spelling Scales. Their Derivation, Uses 
and Limitations, JournaJO of Educational Research Monographs, Number 3, 
PUblic School Publishing Company, Bloomington, lllinois, 1922. 
2/Harold Hench Bixler, The Standard Elementary Spelling Scale, 
Turner E. Smith & Co., Atlanta, Georgia, 1940, 11$ pp. 
3/J. Cayce Morrison and William A. McCaJ.l, Morrison-McCall Spelli~ 
~cale, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1923. 
4/Artb.ur I. Gates, A List of Spelling Difficulties in 3876 Words, 
BUreau of Publications, Teachers Co~lege, Columbia University, New York, 
1937, 166 PP• 
2/~etts, op. cit. 
2/Bixler, op. cit. 
1/Rinsland, op. cit., P• 2. 
introduce obviously easy derived forms as supplementary EDC:erc:iBes 
at the time of presentation of the base word, but to present some 
more difficult variants as a regular part of the study list, as 
individual words, at a later date than the base words from which they y, ~/, }./ 
are formed. . 
w 
According to one pl.an • .... certain derived fo~ - as ~' dogs, 
and chairs - at even lower levels may not be counted as different words 
from the roots. But in lower grades forms ending :in ing, ~' or est 
would be counted as separate words.tt This method recognizes 
differences in difficulty, both as to forms and as to age level, both 
of which have been observed, but not measured. How to grade such 
differences is one of the problems with which this study concerns 
itself. 
Mental maturity.-- The positive correlation between intelligence 
' 2f, §! 
and spelling ability is an established fact. Reading is more 
closely related :to intelligence than is spelling, and spelling. is 
i/Fred c. Ayer, E. E. Oberholtzer, and Clif.ford Woody, Modern-Life 
~peller, New Edition, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 
1941. 
_g/Lillian Billington, Using Words, Silver Burdett Company, New York, 194< 1• 
JjJ. Murray Lee, Virgil Stinebaugh, and Dorris May Lee, S_pell.ing Todaz, 
Charles Scribner• s Sons, New York, 1945 • 
. 
!v'Rinsland, op. cit., p. 18. 
2/Horn, lrSpelling," op. cit. 
2/Foran, op. cit., ·pp. 197-8. 
8 
more closely correlated with reading than with intelligence. 
y,y,'Jf 
Many attempts have been made to analyze and evaluate the psychological JY,2f,§j,JJ,Y,,2f 
factors involved in these relationships. 
The special ability to note small differences considered 
!JA. I. Gates, I~ Study of the Role of Visual Perception, Intelligence 
and Certain lAssociative Processes in Reading and Spelling," Journal 
of Educational Psycholcgy, 17:433-45, 1926. . 
2/Nellie L. Peake, "Relation Between Spelling Ability and Reading 
Ability," Journal of ~erimenta.l. Education, 9:192-3, 1940. 
'J/D. H. Russ. ell, It Spelling Ability in Relation to Re~ing and . 
Vocabulary Achievement," Elementary English Review, 2343~1, 1946. 
!!/Sister Mary of tm Visitation, "Visual Perception in Reading 
and Spelling:: a Statistical Analysis.,tt Catholic University of .America, 
EducationaL "Research Bulletin, Vol. 4, No. 4., 1949, 48 PP• Quoted 
by Foran, op cit., P.P•~ 190-198. 
2/George Spache, "Spelling Disability Correiates. I - Factors Probably 
Causal. in Spelling Disability, u Journal of Educational Research, 
34:561-86, April, 1941. . 
§/A. Acoinb, A Study of the Ps cholo ical Factors in Re 
Spelling, Unpublished Master's esis, Boston University, 
-
lfGates, "A Study of the Role of Visual.Perception, Intelligence 
arid Certain Associative Processes .in Reading .. and Spelling," op. cit. 
. . 
8/A. I. Gates, The PsyPhology of. Reading ancLSpelling with Special 
'Heference to Disability, Contributions to Education, No.J29, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1922, 108 PP• 
2/D. H. Russell, .Characteri.s.tics. of. Good and Poor Spellers, 
to Education, No. 727, Teachers College, Columbi.a.University, New York, 
1937, 103 pp. 
9 
y . 
importan~ by Carmen in 1900 has been measured more recen~ly by 
various ~es~s of visual percep~ion, and found to have a higher 
correla~ion w:i~h spelling ability ~han has any other single fac~or. 
There is also posi~ive cqrrela~ion between perception and M. A. and 
. 2/, 3/ 
between percep~ion and reading;- - it is difficul~ to single ou~ the 
fac~ors ~d ra~e ~heir impor~ance. Audi~ory factors en~er into ~he 
same in~erdependent sys~m as do ~:re even more elusive f ac~ors of 
w,2f 
interest and habi~s. 
6/ 
Foran- holds tha~ experiences relating ~o similari~ies and 
differences in words are largely of a sensory na~ure, "whereas 
intelligence is fundamen~ly non-sensory and seldOI!l shows any 
correla~ion with purely sensozy .f.'u.nc~ions • 11 However, it is assumed 
~ha~ transfer, or ability ~o generalize; plays an impor~an~ part in 
the abiJ.i~y ~o spell derivatives, as all derived forms needed in 
. . ainl 1.1 wr:L~l.ng are cert y not ~ught separa~ely. Only about balf of the 
i/E. Ka~e Carmen, "The Cause of Chronic Bad Spelling, 11 Journal of 
~edagogy, Vol. 13, ~'~~, p. 89. Quo~ed by Brooke, see.below. 
3/Acomb, op. cit. 
3/Barbara Ann Brooke, Comparison of Recognition and Recall of Word 
l:t.em.ents as Methods of Measuring Visual and Auditory Perception in 
Spelling, Unpublished Mas~er1 s Thesis, Boston Universi~y, 1947. 
~Acomb, op ci~ • 
.2/Russell, "Charac~eris~ics. of Good and Poor Spellers, 11 op. ci~. 
2/QP• ci~., p. 120. 
!/Herbert A. Carroll, 11Generaliza~ion of Brigh~ and Dull Children, a 
Compara~ive S~ud.y With.Special Reference to Spelling,n Journal of 
Educa~ional Psychology, 21: 489-99, 1926. 
1.0 
variants on the present test appeared in any of the 17 spellers 
1/ 
analyzed by Betts.- Perhaps generalization in spelling may require 
different qualities than transfer in other subjects, so that the 
correlation between I. Q. and transfer may not be the same in spelling 
as in other situations. Foran further points out that ttNeither 
is maturity an important factor •••• pupils in the higher grades do not 
show either more or less transfer than those in the fifth grade. 
Again, maturity is probably less important in a sensory function than 
in one which involves the integration of general experiences." Y 
Generalization.-- The selection and grading of wards for spelling 
study would seem to depend a good deal upon the degree of the ability 
of children to generalize, especially :in relation to derived forms. 
It is certain that children as well as adults know how to spell 
J.!,W 
many words they have never studied. However, generalization from 
past experience may also produce incorrect spelling of unfamiliar 
2f,§j 
words. 
y0p. cit. 
y0p. cit., p.121. 
3/D. L• Arnold, uspel.ling Lessons and Ability to Spell,tt Elementa.ry 
'S'chool Journal (September, 1941), 42~35-40. _ . 
L./Frances B. ShUliiW'czy-, An .JAnalysis o .f Sixth Graders t Ability to Spell 
Unstudied Words, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
-5/E. Horn, 11A Source of Confusion in Spelling," .The Journal of F.nn~::tt.ion l1 
Research (January, 1929), 19:47-55. .. 
§IE. Horn, "The Influence o.f Past Ex:periences on Spelling, u The Journal 
of Educational Research (April, 1929), 19:283-288. _ 
:1.1. 
The teaching of spellin~ of derived f«ms bas received a good deal 
of attention in connection with the use of rules in teaching spelling. 
A large proportion of the- more common spelling rules refer to the 
addition of suffixes. A good deal of research has been done and 
' y, ~/, 2J, w, 21 
conflicting evidence produced. · Current practices y,y 
in various spelling systems have been analyzed. T.hese will not 
be reviewed here, as the emphasis has been on methods of teaching and 
ability to generalize rather than on the difficulty of derived forms 
in relation to base words. 
One study, however, seems.especially worthy of note -Archer's 
1/Ina c. Sartorius, Generalization in Spelling, Contributions to 
Education, No. 472, Bureau of PUblications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, l93l. ·· 
,g/Luella Myrtle King, Learning. and Applying. Spelling Rules in Grades 
'.L'.tn-ee to Eight, Contributions to Education, No. 517, Teachers College 
Columbia University, New York, 1932, 80 pp. 
z/.Artht:Jr I. Gates, Generalization arrl Transfer in S~elling, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univers~ty, New York, 
'1935, 80 PP• 
4/Frederick s .. Breed, •Generalization in Spelling," Elementary School 
Journal (June, 1937), 37::733-41. -
2/Horn, "Spelling,• op. cite, P• 1257. 
6/C. I.. Murphy, Study:_ o£. _t,he_ Treatment .. o.f Four Spelling Rules in 
TWenty Current Spellers, Unpublished Master 1s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1936: 
7/EJ.eanor Barbara Linehan, Surimlary o.f..Resear.ch of. Spelling Methods_, 
UnpublishedHService Paper,. Boston University, 1946. 
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elaborate experimental study of transfer of training in spelling. He 
worked with fifth, sixth, and seventh grade pupils, using the most 
connnon suffixes added to three different types of base words. After 
a pretest of sixty words of all types, each of three groups of 
subjects in e acb grade studied fifteen words of one type only. Then 
all were given the sixty word test again. There was positive transfer 
between!!, forms, ~forms, and~ forms. There was some negative 
transfer with words in which the base cbanges when the suffix is added. 
Such studies have reinforced the lmown generality that. some 
derivatives are more difficult than others, and that some types of 
base words are more difficult to handle than others, but they do not 
supplY quantitative information. 
Spelling Difficulty of Derived Forms 
2/ 
Previous investigation.-- Horn and Ashbaugh - in 1919 analyzed 
the spelling of root and derived farms taken from lists of words 
spelled by twC? hundred second grade children selected at random from 
Iowa schools. They present a list of forty_root words on which the 
children achieved 60 - 89 per cent accuracy (average 72.3). The 
fifty-seven derivatives of these words for which spelling accuracies 
. 13 
are given are variants with the suffixes ing, ,9; and ~' ~' ~' .!:! and ~ 
lJClifford P. Archer, ttTransfer of Training in Spelling, 11 University of 
l"o?fa Studies in Education, Volume V, No. 5, 1930. . _ 
y'E. Horn and E. J. Ashbaugh, ttThe Necessity of Teaching Derived Forms 
in Spelling, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology: (March, 1919), 
10:143-52. . 
The accuracy for each derived form is given, and the comparison made 
by difference. The range of accuracy for the deriv-ed. forms was S to 
72 per cent; tb.e average was 38 per cent; the range of difference 
was from 0 to 75;. the average difference was 35. It was found that 
the average difference in accuracy between the root form and the 
derived form was greater in the group of words with the higher accuracy 
on the root form. Further comparison was made of forty root words 
varying from 0 to 83 p_er cent accuracy, 'With their 3 derivatives, 
which rang_ed .from 0 to 49 per cent accuracy. The 3 forms of root 
words which ended in! were found to be considerably more difficult 
than those of consonant-ending roots. Comparisons were also made of 
roots with~ ani ~forms, and of roots with~ forms. This 
investigation established the fact that, for second grade children, 
"••••in the great majority of cases a change in form is accom:panied 
by a difference in spelling difficulty, and ..... with few exceptions 
derived forms are more difficult than the roots upon "Which they are 
1/ 
built."~ But to attempt detailed evaluation of the differences in 
difficulty between roots and derivatives, and between the several 
derived forms is not feasible w.i.. th these data. 
The present study.- The present testing_ program was designed to 
collect information on the comparative difficul.ty of various categories 
of base words and derived forms at different levels of childrents 
experience and ability. A spelling test, consisting of one hundred 
base words and three hundred derived forms of these words, was given 
~J!<a Ashbaugh, op. cit. 
1.4. 
• 
--
to 631 children in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of five 
suburban communities in Massachusetts. The base words were of three 
1Jla.i.n categories - z endings, !::. endings, and consonant endings. The 
suffixes used were, in the order of frequency o:t' use by children, .!! and 
~' ,!! and ad,~ ~' g, z, ~' and~· Pintner General Ability 
Tests were also given. The test resu~ts were ana~yzed to determine 
the relationships between the spelling of base words and variants at 
different grade leve~s; and between intelligence and ability to spell 
base rords and variants. Analyses of the separate categories of 
base words and variants are planned. These data should be of value 
in the control of the number of words taught, the selection of words, 
and in grade placement of words for s-pelling study. 
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CHA.Pl'ER II 
THE TESTINJ PROGRAM 
A testing program was carried out to collect data .for comparison 
o.f the spelling difficulty, .for .fourth, .fifth, and sixth grade children, 
of base words and common derivatives of these .words .formed by adding 
suf'.fixes. 
The spelling test was given without any teaching preparation or 
any attempt to analyze the school programs with regard to teaching of 
derived .forms. Three different spellers were in use in the schools 
where the testing was done. There was no way o.f measuring how closely 
individuaJ. teachers had .followed, or how much they had expanded 
specific rules and exercises .found in these textbooks throughout the 
current or the preceding years. Moreover, reading and language 
activities introduce many other variables which affect the amount of 
incidental learning. 
The selection of words .for the spellirig test, which consisted of 
100 base words and ,300 derived forms, is discussed in the follow.ing 
pages. 
Selection of Words :for the Spelling Test 
The first and most important criterion for choosing the words for 
the test was actual use, by children, of. both root and derived forms. 
By selecting words freely written by children, one can be reasonably 
sure that the words being analyzed are n:eaning.ful to children. It also 
seemed desirablS to collect data on words of some practical as well as 
theoretical value to children. 
Source of test words.-- The source used was A Basic Vocabulary of ]] 
Elementary School Children by Hen;ry D. Rinsland. This compilation is 
the broadest sampling of children•s writing available, and the data are 
set forth in the most useful form. More than six million running words 
of childrent s writing were counted; 25,632 different words were found. 
There is coo.tinuous data ..for all eig.ht grades .and the actual frequencies 
of use are given. The inflectional unit is used; that is, plurals1 
comparatives, verb forms, etc., are tallied separately. This list 
contains 14,571 different words, each of. which occurred three times 
or more per 100,000 running words in the writings of at least one grade. 
Suffixes used.-- In order to ascertain. the suffixes most commonly 
used by children, a scunpling. was trade of Rinsland• s word list. All the 
words beginning with ~; ~' and !?.' then the words on every fifth 
slibsequent page were counted, apprcocimately 5,300 words in all. More 
than half the words were found to be variants of root words, with 
respect to word endings. The most common derivatives found, and their 
approximate percentages of the total sample count, are listed in 
Table 1, p.l8. 
The "Whole of Rinsland 1 s list was then perused, and a card file 
was made of tbe base words used in every grade, which have listed 
three or more derived forms with the endings .. e.numerated in Table 1. 
More than 500 of these were found. The frequ.encl.es of use of the base 
,!f9P· cit. 
Table 1. Occurrence of Suffixes in a Sampling of Rinslan,V's 
Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children -
Suffix 
s and es • • • • • • • • • ••••• • 
d and ed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ing • • • • • • . . . ~ ~ ••• • • • • 
rand er • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
J.y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
tion • • • • • • • • • •••••••• 
y • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
est • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• 
ment • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ful, able, ness, less, en • • • • • • • 
Approximate Per Cent 
of Total Words 
1.1 
o.5 
o.5 
1.0 
39 others, together •• • • • • • • • • 4.9 r-------------~~------
Total. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1/Henry D. Rinsland., A ·Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School 
"'hildren, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1945, 636 pp. 
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words and derivatives were noted. This fiJ.e, hereafter called the 
preliminary list, was used :r or the organization and selection of most 
of the final test words. At the same time, a supplementary file o:r 
words used in nearly every grade, and with at least two variant endings, 
was nJade. This list was called upon in a :few cases to :fill out a :few 
categories in the :final list. 
It was planned to use in the test the 14 endings appearing most 
frequently in Rinsland, but it was found that tion, ~' ~~ ~" 
less, and~ did not occur frequently enough as endings on suitable 
base words to make an adequate listing according to the standards set 
up. Therefore only eight endings _were incorporated into the spelling 
test: E. and~' .£and~' in_g, ! and~, ,9:, l..t est, and~· 
Further ori teria .. -- All the words of the preliminary list were 
. ' . 1/ 2/ 
checked against. Gates 1 list,- Bettst list,- which was compiled from 
- .. - - . 21 
17 spellers, ... and_ Bixler_1 s. Standard Elementary Spelling Scale, 
which gives percentage success in. spelling for each grade, along with 
grade .placement according to 10_ spellers. Note was made of the median 
grade placement of base words, as given iu these lists, and of derivati: 
when they were given. 
The preliminary list was then reduced so that the remaining 
words should conform, so far as possible, to the following rules. 
YA List of Spelling Difficulties .. in 3876 Words, op. cit. 
yap. cite 
lfap. cit. 
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The base words should be easy enough so that a large proportion 
of the children should have scores of better than 50 per cent. This 
policy was adopted because the spelling test was not planned primarily 
as a spelling scale, or as a test of spelling ability with regard to 
base words, but rather for comparison, using the base words as the basis 
for evaluating derivatives. Eighty per cent of the base words finally 
used are listed by Betts as having a ne dian grade placement of second, 
third, or fourth grade. Only two words of sixth grade level (by the 
above criterion) were used, and none of greater difficulty. 
Another criterion was that a base word should be easier than its 
variants, as judged by the grade. placement lists and spelling scale 
mentioned above, whenever data were available. About half of the 
variants finally used .could be so checked. At first thought this 
might seem to be "stacking the cards~ to prove a point. However, it 
was not considered desirable __ to use words which 'were ·known to be ... -
exceptions to the general rule that derived forms are more difficult 
than base words. 
Another principle. :followed :in selection from the preli.m:ina.ri 
list was that a base word should be more frequently used than any 
of its ·derived :forms. This was done mainly to eliminate exceptions 
to the general pattern of word usage •. The derivative should be 
thought of as '1coming from" the base word. 
Further elimination from the preliminary list was made of words y 
thought to be easily confused with similar words, and of words with 
a choice of two spellings. 
20 
Classification of words.- The neXt step was to classify both 
base words and derived forms. The system used was worked out by 
analysis of the actual words from which the test words were to be 
chosen. 
Some attention was given to classification of different 
inflectional forms as such. For instance, should plurals and verb 
forms be put into two different categories -when they both end in~? 
It was decided that the grammatical .form of a word is seldom a 
determining .factor :tn the child's spelling of a word; he does not 
ordinarily consider, when writing the word cooler, Whether it is a noun 
or a comparative, whether the er means •that 'Which cools'' or 11more 
- . 
cool. 11 Therefore, the test words were not classified on the basis of 
inflectional form. 
It was decided that the most pertinent method of classification 
was one based on the structure of the base words, and on the spelling 
rules by 'Which the endings are added, with sub-categories taking 
differences in pronunciation into account. The system and the symbols: 
used for the classification of the test words are. shovm in Table 2, 
p. 22• The rules given are not necessarily general rules; they apply 
to the test words used in this study. 
The base words on the reduced preliminary list were now sorted 
into three main groups, - b _!, and ~; that is, words ending with b 
with~ and with a consonant. These in turn were subdivided according 
to the categories in Table 2. It was planned to incl.ude as many 
words as possible from each category o.r spelling and pronunciation, 
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:I 
:I 
'I 
., 
I, ,, 
,. 
,. 
I, 
I 
Table 2. Classification of jWords Used in tre Spelling Tests 
;,'j=======r=======r 
Spelling Rule for t+-=D-=if:;..=~.::.er=-e=:n=c=-e:.:s:-:in:::..!.~Pr~onu_;,;;n;....;c:.,;;i;;.:a-it.:i:....:.o.=n;__ ___ -1 
:1 Structure of Base Words Adding Endings Base Words Enrli.ruzs Examples 
ll--------+---------t.J-----4--1---------t-------
lll Y Ending 
.1 1. l after a vowel 
2. l after a consonant , 
'· E Ending 
II 
'I 
~ L 
1: 
•I 
. 
. ,
l 
Final e silent 
-
::-·· 
-
Consonant Ending 
1. Plural, and verb, if a:rry1 formed by adding! 
2. Words ending in ss, sh, 
ch, x. Plural ailct verb 
Retain z with all 
Change 'l. to _2:'-Wi th all except 
ing 
Retain e before consonant* 
Drop ~ before _! and z 
- -~~w..~ 
~ 
No change in base 
No change in base 
' 
"' 
... 
. L. final 1. loilj~ 
s. final z sho~t 
I• L. last vowel 
sound long 
-
I! s. last vowel sound nnn .• 1 ~nu 
-.:> 
a. s sounds s or z 
b. ~ sounds Eiz -
c. d sounds aor t 
d. d souhds ed 
- -
a. s sounds z 
b. s sounds ez 
c. d sounds d or t 
- -
e. ed sounds d or t 
f. ed sounds ed 
- -
e. ed sounds t 
enjoy, play 
fry 
copy 
states, waves 
erases 
paved, priced 
voted 
gives 
nurses 
loved, fenced 
oiled, helped 
salted 
lrl.shed 
I 
it 
I! 
I 
I· fOrmed by adding es 
.,·-------=----=-=:.__--+---------tt------t-r--------t""----------"11 
3. Words of one syllable or Double final consonant before e. ed sounds d or t planned 
H 
It 
'I 
with accent on last vowel -- - - trapped 
syllable, which end with ~i 
single consonant, preceded ~ 
by single vowel (exception: 
words ending in !' example, 
boxed) 
·-== 
1l *Endings usually called ed and 2!: are _ base words em ug in !• ,!! is considered!! even when pronounced~' 
~~====~·,=a~t~t~h:e~e~nd~-o~f~~~e~w~o~rd~s~·~=~~========================================~==========~t.===================================================f.=======j 
It 
I• 
I! I! 
within the framework of three derived forms for each base word. For 
convenience in analysis, and to even out the influence of individuaJ. 
words, it was decided to use each suff:ix: with five words (or a mu.ltiple 
of five) from each category of base word. If only one or two base 
words of a certain category were found to form frequently used 
derivatives in!:.!:, for example, these variants were not included. 
Exceptions were made to this practice in the case of the less 
frequently used endings. On the other hand, many suitable variants 
were omitted, especially E. and ing words, for lack of space. 
The final selection of the 400 words for the spelling test was 
then made. The 100 base words of the spelling test are given in 
Table 3, P• 214, which also shows their distribution according to 
the categories given in Table 2. The distribution of the 300 derived 
forms, according to ending, is as follows: 
s and es • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
~ and~ ••• • ••••••••• 70 
3 • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • 50 
" 
:r and er • • • • • • • • • • • • • 40 
-
., 
~-. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
z. 
est 
• • • • • • • • • • • •••• .. 20 
• • • • • • • 20 
.. , 
• • • • • • 
ment • • • • • • • • ••• .. . • • 10 
The numbers of words used in each category, beth base words and 
variants, are in the order of fx:equency in which they occur in 
childrenta .writings, but.not at all in the proportionate numbers 
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Table 3. Distribution o.f the lOO Base Words in Spelling Test According 
to Categories in Table 2~ 
Category 
Y Ending E Ending Consonant Ending 
l 2L 2S L s l 2 3 
buy cry busy care cause black address beg 
destroy dry carry dive dance blind box begin 
enjoy fry copy erase .fence bright fish drag 
jo1,1rney multiply easy .freeze give bump fix fat 
pay supply empty hope love cheer march glad 
play happy ice manage clear pass plan 
pray heavy like measure cloud punish red 
stay hurry pave move hand scratch sad 
merry price nurse help touch ship 
study shade promise kind wish skin 
shake rattle light snap 
smoke milk thin 
state near trap 
taste need 
trade oil 
use plain 
vote salt 
wave short 
stick 
storm 
sweet 
thick 
treat 
warm 
water 
Number of Words 
8 ~ 
I ~ !o 
I 
l~ ll 
I 
2~ 10 I 13 
23 ... 29 48 : 
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in 'Which they are used. The list of base words, with their suffixes_, 
alphabetically arranged, :is given :in the Appendix, Table A, PP• 55-57 • 
The derivatives formed by each suffix, wi tb their distribution among 
categories of base words, are listed in the Appendix, Tables B 
through I, pp. 58-63. There :is also a short summary, TabJ.e J, -which 
shows, the distribution of.! and~' and of_!! and~ according to 
pronunciation categories, in the Appendix, P• 64.. 
"};/ y 3 
The 100 base words are alJ. on Rinsland's, Betts', and Gates' 1 w 
lists. All but four of the ~00 base w0rds. are on Hornts l:ist of 
21 
10,000 words, but only two. thirds of the. derived :farms. All but 
one of the base words (merry) amear in Thorndike and Lorge's 
. . ·y .. 
Teachers Word Book of 30,000 Words; 90 o:f the derivatives are there, 
in spite of the very different classification of roots and suffixes. 
Sixty-five of the base words are found in Gates' Reading Vocabulc:g for 
. ~ . . 
Primary Grades. 
In order to fill out the numbers of some suff:i:x:es in some 
categories, :it was necessary to use 20 derived forms which do not 
appear on Rinslarrl t s list. Twelve base words were :inclu:ied which were 
gop. C:it. 
f:_/Op. cit. 
2/.A List of Spell:ingdDifficulti.es in 3876 Words, op. cit. 
!!/The words are: address, dive, erase, rattle. 
2/.A Basic Writing Vocabulary, op. cit. 
§/{JP• cit. 
~Op. cit. 
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used by only five to seven of the eight grades in Rinsland1s 
compilation. There are several exceptions to the rule that the base 
should be more frequently used than any of its derivatives. Of the 
100 base words, one has five derivatives on the test list, five words 
have .four derivatives each, and seven words have only two each; all 
the others appear in the proportion o.f tbree variants per base word. 
The Spelling Test 
This section deals w.i th the construction and form o.f the spelling 
test, using, the 100 base words and the 300 variants selected as describe 
in the previous· section •. 
Distribution and. arrangement of. words in short lists.-- The 400 
words were divided into 10 lists o.f 40 words each. From the point o.f 
view of scheduling tbe testing,_ it would have been desirable to have y,gj 
.fewer lists. Standardized spelling tests commonly use 50 
words, but it is the writer's experience that many fourth grade 
children have noticeably poorer performance in writing and spelling 
toward the end of a long list, so it seemed desirable to have shorter 
lists. Moreover, ten lists could be given within one school week, 
and the derived words were selected in groupings of five or ten, 
thus lending themselves well to distribution in. 10 lists. 
Each list contains 10 base words and 30 variants, the same 
1/Richard D. Allen, Harold H. Bixler, William L. Cormor, and Frederick. B 
Graham, Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Wor1d Book CompaiJY, Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York, 1947. 
. . 
2/Trlbnan L. Kel1ey, Giles M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman, Stanford 
lcbievement Test: Intermediate Battery, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York, 1940. 
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proportion as in the test as a Whole. Each derivative in any one list 
has a different root from any base word and from any other derived .form 
on the same list. Each category of base word is represented on each 
list at least once among .base words and once among derived .forms. Each 
of the eight variant endings. appears from one to five times on each 
An tmumeration o.f all the test words, showing the ten lists, the 
eight variant endings, . and the distribution by categories in each, is 
given as Table K in_the App~ndix., P• 65. 
The words on eacll of the 10 lists were then arranged for the test 
according. to the .fallowing .plan; .. .f.or c onveniEmce, and to insure 
thmr.cmgh mixing. Every fourth word. i.s .. a base word, - numbers 4, 8, 12, 
etc., on each list. These base words. are in_alp)labetical order. The 
derived .forms fill. the places 1, 2, 3; 5, 6, 1; 9, 10, ll, etc., in 
ran.ghJ.y alphabetical order, rearranged only enough so that similar 
endings or similar .sounds do. not appear contiguously. 
Arrangement o.r lists in the test.-- The dis.tribution of categories 
of base words and i'orms of variants among the 10 J.?.sts oi' the spelling 
test i.s very nearly eqp.al. Not enough was known about the difficulty 
of words so that the distribution by difficulty could be planned. Two 
other factors, however, might well a.f.fect the. spelling performance; 
the practice effect of repetition of so many similar roots and derived 
forms might contribute to higher degree of success near the end of the 
test; weariness or boredom .might result in less .. accurate spelling near 
the end of the test. In order to cancel out the possible effects of 
familiarity on the positive side a.rxl of fatigue on the negative side, 
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the ten 40-word lists were made up into three different sets, each 
with a different arrangement of the lists. The order of the lists in 
the second set, ca11ed Set B, is the reverse of the order in Set A. 
Set C has the lists which are near the middle of both Sets A and B at 
the beginning and end. The key to the exact arrangement of each set 
is given as Table L, in the A.ppendi::lt;, P• 66. 
Each set was used in two schools • 
Form of the test.- The standard form of. dictation test was used, 
in "Which the tester says the word once, gives a short sentence in 
which the word is used, then says the word once more. 
In order to make the testing .as uniform as. possible, the sentences 
to be used were supplied with each. list •. Because of the small 
differences between words, it seemed important in this test, even more 
than in most, to have the context of the sentence give an un.a.mbiguous 
setting for each del:'ived form. In making .the sentences, one general 
meaning has been a~ered to for a base word and a11 its derivatives, 
as far as possible. For example, light and its. derived forms lighter, 
lightest, and lightly, are presented as meaning "not heavy", rather 
than ttnot dark. 11 Had lights a1so been used, the uniformity would not 
have been possible. 
A complete set of 10 lists, 'With sentences,-is included in the 
Appendix, PP• 77-86. 
Administration of the Tests 
Test materials and detailed instructions were made up into kits 
for the classroom teachers, who administered all the tests. The 
writer conferred with the teachers in each building to explain the 
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test program and to answer questions regarding procedure. The 
teachers were particularly instructed not to disc'l,lss the spelling test 
with the children either before or during the week of its administration, 
or in any way to call attention to the types of words on the test. A 
29 
copy of the printed notes :for teachers is included in the Appendix, 'PR• 8 17-90. 
The tests were given between April ·24 and May 16. 
Scoring was done by the writer. 
The intelligence test.-- An intelligence test was given at the time 
of the spelling test :far two reasons:: to determine 'Whether the popuJ.atior 
was a representative group, and to collect data :for determining correlatj on 
of intelligence with ability to spell both base words and derived 
:farms. 
The test used was the 1'P:i.ntner General Ability Test, Verbal 
. y 
Series, Intermediate Test, Form B, 11 with separate answer sheet. 
No :form of this test had been given in the schools of any o:f the 
communities during the last several ,ears. 
The spelling test.-- The ten lists of tbe spelling test were 
dictated, one each morning and one each afternoon, for :five 
consecutive school days. In most cases the testing was started on 
Monday morning and completed on Friday afternoon. The words were 
written by the pupils on un:i:form test blanks with numbered lines, 
supplied by the writer. A sample blank is included in the Appendix, 
P• 9J.. At the end of each day's dictation, the test papers :for each 
class were put into a marked envelope. At the end of the test period, 
the 10 spelling list envelopes and the set of Pintner test sheets were 
·_;·_ 
1/Rtidolf Pintner, Pintner General Ability Tests, Verbal Sarles_, Inter-
mediate Test: Form B, World Book Co!llJ?any, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, J.5 [30. 
returned to the writer for scaring. 
Pupils who were absent for only a few of the lists were 
given l!la.ke-ups. '!heir papers were then classified as belonging to 
Set o, as the words were written in irregular order. Incomplete sets 
of spelling papers, arx:l papers of children who did not take the 
Pintner Ger.eral Ability Test were discarded. 
Scoring the tests.-- The 10 spelling papers written by each child 
were arranged in the o :rder of Set A,. regardless of .the order in which 
the lists were written. They were stapled together with a face sheet, 
on which an identifying code gives the following data: to"Wn, grade, orde 
in which lists were written (Set A, B, or c;J, name of child, chronologie J.. 
age, Pintner Standard Scare, mental age, intelligence quotient 
(deviation I. Q.), sax. 
The scoring was done by marking each word right or wrong with a 
blue rencil. 'Ib.e following policies were used in determining whether 
a word was correctly spelled. Considerable allowance was made :for 
poorly :formed letters, if the intent was. clear. Uncrossed t and und.otte< 
,! were not penalized. The differences between! arid .!!:.t ~ and.!:!' i 
and !' were, however, strictly observed~ Wrong use of capital letters 
was not penalized, but wrong use of the apostrophe was counted m;-ong. 
Missing words were counted wrong. Where words were :found to be in 
wrong order, an effort was made to sort out the words so as to get a 
correct score. 
The number of base words spelled correctly was noted in green at 
the bottom of each page; the total number correct was noted in black. 
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The totals for the 10 lists were written on the face sheet: the number 
of base words correctly spelled; the total S·core; and the score for 
variants, which was obtained by difference. The score for derived forms 
was then divided by three, to give a percentage score (there were 300 
variants), comparable to that for base words. This was also recorded 
on the face sheet~ 
Further scoring by suffixes, by categories of base words, and by 
individual words is planned. 
The Test Population 
The testing program was carried ·out in. six school. buildings in 
five small suburban comnnmities in the metropolitan area of Boston, 
Massachusetts. All. the fourth, fifth, ani sixth grade children in the 
public schools were included, wi tb. the exception of one fourth grade 
which was housed in a separate building with primary grades in one 
of the towns. 
The numbers and distribution of the test population are given 
in Table 4, p~ 32. Complete test data were obtained from 631 pupils, 
91.8 per cent of the children enrolled in these classes• 
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Table 4. Distribution o:f the Test Population in Grades 4, 5, and 6 
in Six Schools 
School 
All 
1 2 3 4 5 6 Schools 
Grade 4 
Number o:f classrooms ]. 1 1 2 2 2 9 
Enrollment 20 39 32 57 46 49 243 
Completed tests 14 38 31 52 42 46 
Grade 5 
Number o:f classrooms 1 1 1 1 2 2 8 
Enrollment 11 40 31 39 43 68 232 
Completed tests 11 39 31 37 42 54 ~ . "'" 
Grade 6 
Number o:f classrooms 1 1 1 1 l 2 7 
Enrollment 11 35 25 40 ·28 63 212 
Completed tests ll "35 25 38 27 58 ... 
Total classrooms 24 
Total enrollment 687 
Comple-:t;ed tests 
32 
223 
214 
194 
631 
CHAPTER tti 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The Test Population 
In order to determi.ne the relationships between age, intelligence 1 
experience (i. e., grade level), and ability to spell base words and 
derived .forms, analyses were made o.f the test population with regard 
to age groups and intelligence. 
Age range and distribution.- AJ.. though the testing program 
included children in only three grades, the age range is just a 
month short o.f six ~ars. As would be expected, there is considerable 
overlapping in the three grades, and .fifth grade alone having a range 
o.f .four years, two months. 
Each o.f the communities in this study has one entering class 
each year, so the age range is at least 12 months .for .first grade. 
There are some differences between entrance rules o.f different 
communities, and there are always some exceptions to the entrance 
regulations. By the time the .fourth grade is reached, the number 
of exceptions has increased, both above and below the prescribed age. 
Children who are very much under- or over-age are less likely to 
.fit into the pattern o.f expected per:fonnarice .for their grade than 
those of more marly the same age. A few test scores very much out 
of line may distort a class pattern unduly. It seemed w:ise, in an 
investigation using a small population, to el.iminate such cases, .for 
some of the analyses. To do thi.s, the medal age for each grade 
was determined; that is, the a.ge range of 12 months which shows the 
1/ 
greatest concentration of cases. - The scores of pupils in the modal 
age groups were used when data were analyzed to determine performance 
in relation to school grade. 
Table 5, p. 35, contains a listing of the rang·e and distribution 
of the ages of children in each grade, within the modal age and outside 
it. The ages of the children were figured to the nearest month, as of 
the date the intelligence test was given, 'Which was during the week of, 
or within a few days of the spelling test. Age is expressed in t:OO 
usual form.; 9-4 means 9 years, 4 months. The modal age far Grade 4, 
9-5 to 10-4, is the age, at the time of testing, of children who 
entered first grade at the age of 5-8 to 6-7, and progress regularly. 
The modal age groups for the three grades contain 419 cases, or 
60 per cent of the children tested. Ten per cent of the Children are 
younger and 24 per cent are older than the medalage for their grades. 
The youngest is 8 months below medal age; the oldest is 2 yaars, 6 
months above the modal age for his class. Twenty-two cases, or 
approximately 4 per cent of the total population, are more than one 
year above the modal age. Only about half of the large population 
on Which the Metropolitan Achievement Tests were standardized 
. 2/ 
fell within the modal age-grades.-
:Y'Gertrude H. Hildreth, Metropolitan Achievement Test: MI:Qlual for 
Inte~reting, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1948, 
P• 10 • 
y'Ibid. 
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-Table 5. Grade and Modal Age Distribution of Children in the Test Population 
II - .. .. -
Grade 4 
School I (Age Range 8-10 to 12-4) 
Mean 10-0 
Below- Above 
Modal Modal Age. Modal 
e 9-5 to 10-4 Age 
1 1 11 2 
2 6 26 6 
3 8 17 6 
4 4 30 18 
5 1 35 6 
,I 
\, 6 5 34 I .7. 
All 
ISchoolsl 25 I 153 I 45 
Number. of Children 
Gracl.e 5· -
(Age ~e -9-ll~to 14-1) 
.. . Me.an.ll-1 ......... . 
BelOw-
Modal. Modal Age 
Age 10-5 to 11-4 
0 I 8 
6 I 24 
1 I 21 
3 21 
2 27 
Above 
. Modal 
Age 
3 
9 
9 
13 
13 
5 . I 35 I .14 ... - •. ~ 
-.. 
.. 11. -I 136 I 61 II 
... 
-
1'el' Gent of .E.ach G.rade 
-.- Grade 6 
(Age . Range3. 10-10 to 14-9) 
Mean .12-0. 
Belciw 
Modal 'Moda.l Age -.·. 
Age 11-5 to 12-4 
5 4 
4 27 
1 17 
4 22 
2 20 
4. 40 ..... 
20 . I 130 
Above 
Modal 
-Age 
~2 
4 
7 
12 
5 
14 
44 
Ill 1 69 1 2Q 11 JL 1 64 ~ 1 28 ·II lO. ~--6~-. · ·· r ; 
~ 
The high proportion in the schools o:f this study probably indicates· 
a strict entrance rule and a policy of limited retardation. 
Intelligence test results.-- The Pintner General Ability Test 
scores were analyzed in order to ascertain whether the test population 
is a representative group. It was :found tha.t the Pintner Standard s"'"'"""' .. 
.for each of the three grades average considerably above the norms 
established .for the test, ·and that there is a rather wide variation 
between grades within the test population.. The meah of the I. Q.' s 
for the whole popula.tion·is 106; the range is .from 59 to 155. The 
distribution for each grade is, however, for practical purposes, 
approximately normal. The distribution of I. Q.ts for each grade 
is given in the Appendix iii Table M, p. 67, and plotted on a Normal y . 
P·ercentile Chart, Figure A, P• 71. 
The Pintner Median Standard Score is, because its units are equal 
at all parts of the scale, an excellent neasure to use in correlating y 
achievement and intelligence. It is so used in this analysis. 
The data on intelligence quotients, mental ages, and Standard 
Scores are summarized in Table 6, P• 37. In each grade the means o£ 
the I. Q. • s and o:f the :Standard Scores are higher .for the modal age 
group than .for the -whole grade, or for the total popu.la.ti.on, and the 
standard deviations are smaller. The .fifth grade, whicll has the 
largest proportion of children outside the modal age group, and has 102 
y:Ai'thur S. otis, Nonnal Percentile Chart, Manual of Directions, 
Wor~d Book Company, Yonkers-on-HUdson, New York, 1938. 
~/Pintner, Manual .for Interpreting, op. cit. 
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• Table 6. Summary o.f Pintner General Ability Test Results 
I. Q. M .. A. Pintner Median Standard Score 
Mean S. D. Norm* Mean No::t'lilil:- Mean s .. n. 
!Grade 4 
Modal Age Group llO 14 9-l.O 10-8 128 136 12 
"Whole Grade 106 17 10-0 10-7 130 135 13 
!Grade 5 
Modal Age Group 108 14 10-10 11-8 138 J44 13 
Whole Grade 102 18 ll-1· 11-3 139 141 14 
/Grade 6 
Modal Age Group 113 15 11-11 13-5 145 158 J.5 
Whole Grade 109 18 12-0 13-2 146 156 16 
~AU Grades 106 18 143 17 
!*For the mean c. A. 
:for the mean of. the I. Q. 1 s, is closest to the norm. One school, wh1.ch 
shows much higher than average I. Q. • s for all grades, supplied 30 per 
cent of the s::ixth grade pupils tested (and onl.y 20-25 per cent of the 
other grades); this is a reason for the high averages far Grade 6. 
Spelling Test Results 
Base word scores.- There are l.OO base viords on the spelling test; 
therefore the raw score .gives the per cent of base words spelled . 
correctly. This percentage score is the ilbase word scoren used in 
presenting the data. 
The range in scores for fourth and fifth grade children is, from 
0 to 100. In the siXth grade no pupil scored lcmer than 33i and 
approximately40 per cent of the children scored between 96 and 100. 
The mean and the standard deviation of the base word scores for 
the modal age group and for each grade as a whole are given in Table 7 .t 
P• 39. The means of the scores show fairly even progression from grade 
to grade. The standard. deviation for the sixth grade is af.fected by 
the fact that such a large proportion of. the. Children achieved scores 
near 100. 
The distribution of base 'WOrd scores for the modal age group in 
each grade is given numerically in .. Table o, Appendix, P• 691 and is 
plotted on a Normal Percentile Chart, Figure B, Appendix, P• 72. 
The distribution of scores is markedly skewed in all classes, the 
skewness being. progressively greater in. the fifth and sixth grades. 
Th1.s is to be expected, as the words. were not selected for the test 
:from scales o.f graduated .. d.ifficulty, but were the same for all grades. 
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' 
Table 7• Su.mmary o.f Spelling Test Scores: Base Words, :Ekpressed as Per Ce ts 
.. ... ·\ 
Modal Age . Group "Whole Grade 
' 
Mean S.D. Mean s. D. 
-Grade 4 -71- 21 68 -23· .. 
Grade 5 80 20 75 22 
Grade 6 91.-- 11 88 15 
' . 
... 
-
-
..,;·~ '!.. •• 
: 
' 
·-
·-
lrable 8. Summary o.f Spelling Test Score~ Variants, Expressed as Per Cent 
.. 
' 
lifodal Age Group Whole Grade 
Mean s. D. .Mean f!. D~ 
·• 
Grade 4 50 23 h6 24 
Grade 5 59 25 55 26 
Grade 6 76 ~T 72 20 
' 
.. 
Variant scores.- There are 300 derivatives on the spelling test; 
the percentage score is arrived at by dividing the raw score by 3. 
The "variant score'' referred to hereafter is this percentage score., 
used because it provides a basis for comparison of base word and 
variant spelling .scores. Be.cause the number ar spellings this score 
represents is so much larger than tbat of the base word score, this 
percentage s.core is not . entirely satisfactory for comparison. It 
weig:J:lts the variant score so as to.minimi.z.e errors in variants. However 
the 300 variaats are actually only the same 100 base words w:i.th 
male. 
suffixes added. Ana1.ysis .. o.:f errors has not been,NLs yet, but it has been 
observed that, as might be expec.ted, an error in the spelling of a 
base word is often repeated in each af the variant forms, and is not, 
properly speaking, an error in the variant. A more exact comparison 
is not possible without re-scoring the tests on the basis of loeation 
of the spelling errors.· 
The range in variant scores for fourth and fifth grade is from 
0 to 98. In the sixth grade no pupiLscored.lower than 12, and seven 
children, approximately 4 per cent, scored .between 96 and 100. The 
one child who spelled all the variants c crrectly missed two base words. 
The mean. and the standard deviation of the variant scores for 
the modal. age group in each grade, and for each grade as a 'Whole, are 
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given :in Table_ 8, P• 39. The increase in the mean of the scores is. grea er 
between . .fifth. and .six:th .grades than between fO!mrth and fifth grades. 
This may be due to the higher I. _Q. t s of the sixth grade group 
(See Table 6, P• 37). 
The distributions of the variant scores for the modal age groups 
of each of the ~bree grades are given in Table P, p .• :7o, and are·~plotted 
on a Normal Percentile Ch&:t, Figure c, Appendix, . p,. 73• 
The distribution is a fairly s;ymmetrical curve for the fourth grade 
modal age group; the sixth grade pupils have a much larger proportion 
o£ high scares. 
Comparison of bas.e word and variant scores by grades.- The relatio 
between the spe.lling difficulty of base words and that of variants may 
be evaluated in several ways. 
Examination of the individual score sheets reveals thai;, in the 
whole test population o£ 631 children, there are only five exceptions 
to the rule that base word scores are higher than variant (percentage) 
scores. One o£ these is at the lowest level, - base words 1, variants 2 
the other four are among the highest scares, - base words 94, 96, 98, 
and 98, and variant scores 94, 97, 99, and 100 respectively. One pupil 
scored zero on the whole test. The.di:fferences between base word and 
variant scores of the other 625 pupils follow this pattern: base word 
scores are all (with three exceptions) more than 10 points higher than 
variant scores, unless the base word score is above 90 or below 15. 
Differences o£ 30 or more are occasionally found. 
Percentage scores may be compared d:irectly by perusal of Tables 7 
and 8, P• 39. The means of the scores of the variants are, in every 
grade, considerably lower than those far base words, and the standard 
deviations for variants are bigh.er than for base words. 
Another means of comparison is by ratios, -which give a 
quantitative measure of difference in ability to spell the two classes 
41. 
of words. The ratio of the means of the scores, variants to base 
words_, for the mcxlal age group of each grade, is given below: 
Grade 4 50 
- .71 
71 -
Grade 5 59 
.74 
'80 
Grade 6 76 
= .84 91 
Although the actual scores of the fourth grade are much lower than 
those of the other grades, the differences between scores for base 
words and variants decrease in the fifth, and particularly in the sixth 
grade; the ratio moves toward 1" 
Comparison of base word scores and variant scores was made also 
by calculation of the correlation coefficient and the correlation y 
ratios for the modal .. age group of each grade. The results are: 
r n 
-
Grade 4 .94 x:y. = .96 
yx :: .96 
Grade .5 .93 Jcy' - .96 
-
yx - .96 
-
Grade 6 .91 xy = .92 yx :: .96 
Grade 6, "Which has the smallest differences between the means of the 
base and variant scares, has the lowest ~· The sixth grade scores are 
less variable than those of the other grades because so many reached 
ytialter N. Durost and Helen M. Walker, Durost-Walker Correlation Chart, 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1937. 
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the top. The lower,!: is, then, explained by the generalization that 
u •••• the coefficient of correlation between measures of two 
traits for a given group depenis upon the variability of the 
measures for a given group •••• upon the 'range of talent' of the 
group •••• The coefficient of correlation would be greate!: jor 
the more variable than for the more homogeneous group." !I 
The slight differences between the ,!:•s of the three grades practically 
disappear "When the effect of bunching of the base word scores near y 
the top is absorbed in tbe correlation ratio. 
These correlations between ability to spell base words and 
ability to spell variants are extraordinarily high, and are very close 
:from grade to grade in spite of the differences, between grades, 
in variability and in magnitude of scores. This means that, 
practically regardless o£ other factors, the child 'Who spells base 
words successf'ully is also a good speller of variants; and converse~,· 
a poor speller. o£ base words has poor scores for variants. In other 
words, the difference between base words and variants is more or less 
constant. Since the variant score is the raw score divided by three, 
the probability that an error in a base word occurs again in the body 
of each o£ the var.i.anbs of that word has already been taken into 
account. So the :fairly regu.J.ar discrepancy of about 20 points between 
base and variant scores suggests .that there may be certain of the 
variant spellings which quite uniformly cause wouble. This cannot be 
confirmed until item analysis data are available • 
.!JE. F. Liildqu.ist, A First Course in Statistics, Houghton Mifflin Co., 
Boston, 1942, pp¥ ~%="7 • _ . 
£/E. F. Lindquist, Statistical Analysis in Educational Research, Houghto 
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1940, pp~ 239=41. 
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The implication of the high correlations for teaching,is, subject 
to additional information, that the type of teaching which is 
successful for base -words should be eff'ective for variants also, since 
so nearly the same kind of ability seems to be needed to spell both 
kinds of words.. Generally speaking, the spaDing of variants does not 
seem to present a problem which. varia s much in difficulty from one 
child to another. 
Relation .Between Intelligence and Spelling Ability 
The positive correlation between.mental. age and spelling ability 
is a well established fact (see p. 8 ). It has been calculated by a 
number of dif.ferent investigators .under. varying experimental conditions 1 
. y y 
with correlation coefficients ranging from .41 to .ao. 
Correlation .between Pintner .Standard. Scor.e.s .ani Spelling Scores.-
the present analysis the Pintner Median Standard Scores were used as 
the measure o.f mental maturity, and correlations between them and both 
base word and variant scores were calculated for the whole population. 
Because, on. the scatter diagram, the distribution seemed to be 
21 
curvllinear, correlation ratios were determined also, as given below: 
r n 
Pintner Standard Score - Base Word Score .7l xy = .74 
yx = -73 
P.i.ntner Standard Score - Variant Score .77 xy = .. 77 yx 
- .. ?8 
-
llGates, "A Study of the Role of Visual Perception, Intelligence and 
tlertain As.s9ciative Processes in .Reading and Spelling, tt op. cit. 
3/Acomb, op. cit. 
dfLind.quist, Statistical Analysis in Educational.Research, op. cit. p. 
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The Pintner Score seems to be more closely related to the spelling 
of variants tban to the spelling of base .words.. But the population is 
more homogen.eous with respect to base word scores than variant scores., 
so it would be expected that the correlation coefficient would be 
lower for base word s.cores. Moreover, the difference between the base 
word and _varia.J:IG c_orrelations is reduced. 'When the correlation ratio 
is determined. Actually the difference might be expected to be 
considerably greater than it is shown here to be, due to the close 
relationship between intelligence and the ability to generalize, which 
might raise. the variant ! more. than the base word !• 
For more detailed analysis, see the dis:t:,ribution of the Pintner 
Standard.Scores for the modal. age ~ou.p for each grade, which is given 
in Table N, Appendix, P• 68, and is plotted on Normal Percentile Charts, 
along with -the distributions of base .and variant. scores, in Figures 'lD, 
E, and F, Appendix, PP• 74-76e 
CoptParison of. grade level and mental age in relation to spell~ 
achievenent.- The test papers of each grade were sorted into groups 
according to Pintner Standard. Score age equivalents. Three of these 
groups include pupils whose mental age ratings correspond to the 
chronological. ages of the modal age groups of the three grades: 9-5 to 
10-4, 10-5 to ll-4, and ll-5 to 12-4. Three levels higher· and one level 
lower than these three were tallied; 14 pupils were .of still lower 
mental age, and 43 were still. higher than these five categories. 
The means of the scores of both base words and variants were 
calculated :for each of these groups. These data are given in T~ble 9., 
P• 4rf.. The means of the scores of the M. A. 8-5 to 9-4 group, whether 
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the children are in fourth, fifth, or sixth grade, are all lovrer, both 
for base words and for variants, than the mean of any grade at the 
next higher M. A. , level. The same holds true for the differences 
between the scores of each other M. A .. group and the group above it. 
Figure 1, p. 48, presents the data in Table 9 in graphic form. 
Considering the small and varying number of cases which establish 
each point, the irregularities do not seem g~eat. The only wide 
variation in the pattern of progression is the higher mean score of 
siXth grades at the M. A. 9-5 to 10-4 level, for both base words 
arrl variants. It should be noted, however, that there are only 13 
children in this group, as compared to 47 fifth gr~ers and 68 fourth 
graders at this level of mental age. Although the mean scores of these 
s:ixth graders are not reliable, they might seem to indicate that the 
extra years of experience with words and study of spelling do have some 
effect on spelling achievement. Even at this point the gap between 
sixth graders at one M. A. level and fourth and fifth graders at the 
next higher M. A. level is not quite bridged. 
The same general pattern of relationship is shown by the ratios 
o.f variant/base word scores .for these M. A. groups; the ratios increase 
w.i th mental. age regardless or grade. The data for these ratios are 
given in Table 10, p. 49. The progression is irregular, but the trend 
seems evident •. This narrowing of the difference between base word 
and variant scores with advancing mental maturity can also be seen 
in Figure 1 .. 
Of course the higher ratios in the higher M. A. groupings reflect 
the .fact that so many o.f the higher M. A. pupils approach the top limit 
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Table 9. Means of the Spelling Scores at Different Levels of Mental Age 
4 
5 
6 
All 
Grades 
4 
5 
6 
.411 
Grades 
8-5 to 
9-4 
38 
36 
"""""* 
40 
18 
16 
--* 
19 
9-5 to 
10-4 
61 
63 
68 
62 
37 
42 
47 
39 
Base Word Scores 
Mental Age Groupi~s 
10-5 to 11-5 to 12-5 to 13-5 to 14-5 to 
11-4 12-4 13-4 14-4 15-4 
74 83 89 
-* --* 
72 83 91 93 --* 
15 83 90 94 94 
74 ~3 90 93 .94 
Va~iant Scores ~- I 
52 63 72 
-"""* --* 
48 59 73 80 ......Af 
52 63 73 82 89 
50 61 73 eo 84 
,-
*Fewer than 12 cases, so ratios are not given. The scores are, however, 
included in the calculation of the ratios for all grades. 
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FIG-URE I. 
Table 10. Ratios of the Means of the Spelling Scores, Variant/Base 
Word, at Different Levels of Mental Age 
, 
Mental Age Groupings 
Grade 
8-5 to 9-5 to 10-5 to ll-5 to 12-5 to 13-5 to 14-5 to 
9-4 10-4 ll-4 12-4 13-4 14-4 15-4 
4 .47 .61 .70 .76 .81 --'* ----* 
5 .44 .68 .67 .71 .8o .85 
--* 
6 
--* .69 .69 .76 .81 .87 .88 
All 
Grades .47 .68 .74 .81 .86 .89 
*Fewer than 12 cases, so ratios are not g:i.ven. The scores are, however, 
included in the calcUlation of ratios for all grades • 
( 
of the base word score. But this factor operates very little before 
the M. A. of 12-5 (only 9 of the 88 children in the M. A. ll-5 to 12-4 
group are in the base word spelling score interval of 96-100), and 
the increasing ratios are noted before this level. 
These ratios may be compared to those for the modal age groups 
on p. 42. The grade ratios are higher than those of the M. A ................. 1-.".1.. ... 5 ,, 11 
which correspond to the modal C. A. of each grade. This may be 
explained by the fact that the test population has a high average 
I. Q., especially Grade 6. This serves to point up the close 
relationship between mental maturity and s~lling ability, and seems 
also to indicate that mental age is a more important factor in spelling 
variants than base words. Ability to generalize, which is a 
characteristic associated with intelligence, should be of assistance 
in spelling derivatives (see discussion, Pi• 10"'12). 
The fundamental pattern, however, is not obscured by this side 
issue; the main finding is a rather even progression' in spelling 
ability through the middle grade years, with a substantial and quite 
consistent difference.in difficulty between base words and variants 
at different levels of school grade and mental ability. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The Testing Program 
A sp3lling test consisting of 100 base words and 300 derivatives 
o.f these words was administered to 631 children in the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth grades .of the public schools in five small communities near 
Boston, Massachusetts. The Pintner General Ability Intermediate Test, 
Verbal Form, was given at the same time. 
The words .for the spelling test were selected from Rinsland's 
. y . 
Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children on the .following bases 
(1) Actual use by children of both base words and variants 
( 2) Range of dif.ficul ty o.f base words sui table .for middle 
grades · 
(3) Di.f..ferent categories with regard to spelling structure, 
z endings, ~ endings, and consonant endings. 
The variants used were those most commonly used by children, formed 
by adding the su.f.f:ixes ! and ~, ,9: and ~, . ing, !!:" 1L z, est, and 
~-
The tests were scored .for per cent o.f base words and per cent 
o..f variants spelled correctly. 
Results of the Tests 
The spelling achievement, by grades, as briefly SUl1llllarized by 
the means· of the scores, follows. There is a fairly regular increase, 
l Op. cit. 
Bostoo Uhi'Yef'S~ 
School of Education 
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= 
averaging 10 percentage points, from grade to grade. The variant scores 
are 15 - 21 points lower than the base vrord scores. The ratio, 
variant/base word score, increase~ from grade to grade, from • 71 
in Grade 4 to .84 in Grade 6. This ratio may be used as a rough 
measure of the comparative speJ.J.ing difficulty of these derivatives. 
The correlation ratios between base word scores and variant scores 
for the modal age group of each of the three grades. is expressed 
as ~ • .96. This correlation is so high as to make it quite clear 
that the ability required for the spelling of derived forms is not 
essentially different from that needed for the spelling of base words. 
Analysis was made of the :relation between intelligence, as measu.red 
by the Pintner test, and ability to spell base words and variants. · The 
correlation ratio between Pintner Standard Scores and base word scores 
is • 74, between Pintner Standard Scores and variant scores • 77, for the 
total population. The means of the scores for both base words and 
variants increase with increased mental age, apparently regardless 
of grade. The means of the scores of children with similar M. A.l's, 
although in three different grades, lie within a narrow range. The 
scores of children 'With high M. A. 1 s in Grade 4 are higher than those 
of children with the next lower level of M. A., even though the latter 
may be in Grade 6. This seems to place the factor of M. A. in relation 
to spelling so high as to minimize the effects of teaching and other 
,· ' 
school experience on spelling achievement. 
Ratios of variant/base word scores also increase with 
increasing mental .. maturity. These increasing ratios may be partly 
explained_ by the fact that llla.IlY base word. sc.ores .. reach the top limit, 
52 
but even a , 
the tendency is evident. This observation, together with the slightly 
higher correlation of Pintner Scores with variants than with base words, 
gives the suggestion that intelligence factors, as meas~d by the. 
Pintner Test, are more :important in the abil:ity to spell variants than 
base words. However, this trend is not as strong as might be expected 
and does not obscure the outstanding feature of the findings of this 
study to date, n.a.tJel.y1 the consistency of the difference between base 
words and variants as shown by the correlation data. 
These results reinforce, with fresh data of a quantitative nature, 
the accepted principle that variants are more difficult than base 
words, and give a general idea of what may be expected of middle 
grade children in the spelling of derivatives. Specific and practical 
suggestions for teaching will have to await further analysis of the 
data. 
Suggested Further Study 
The spelling test was constructed in such a way as to supply 
data concerning a number of additional points, among "Which are the 
following~ 
(1) Comparison o£ the difficulty of different suffixes 'When 
added to the same type of base words 
( 2) Comparis.on o£ the di:ffic.ul.ty of adding the same suffix to 
different types of base words 
(3) Analysis of the differences :in difficulty per word/per child, 
i. e., the consistency in errors, in the body of the word, 
in different categories of base word structure, or in adding 
different suffixes 
(4) The effect of differences in pronunciation upon the spelling 
difficulty of variants in s and es, d and ed~ 
... ~ ..... ._.. 
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(5) .Analysis of errors in misspelled derivatives 
(6) Differences, if any, in the ability of the tw-o sexes to 
harrlle these spelling difficulties. 
'When these analyses are completed the results should throw some 
further light on these problems:: 
(1) The need or needlessness o£ teaching some types of words 
with their suffixes 
(2) The value of grouping certain categories of base words 
w.t th derived farms for study 
(3) The order fu which various categories of words and different 
suffixes should be studied 
(4} The advi.sabi.li ty of teaching some derivatives as individual 
words 
(5) The level of ability at which children may be expected to 
master the spelling of these derived forms. 
In other words, the. understanding ... of the difficulties of these 
common derived forms Should make possible a more s,rstematic approach, 
from one important angle, to the number of words, the selection o.f 
words, and the grade placement of vrords f 01:" spelling study in the 
elementary school. 
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Table A. B~e Words and Their D~rived Forms Used in the Spelling Test 
.. 
s es d ed ing r er ly y est ment 
!..:lA ~~ 10!~ .,.,.J 
I 
beg s ed iM 
begin s in~ er 
black s ed A~t. 
blind s ing lv 
box es ed ing 
bright er ly est 
bump ed er y 
busy er l:v est 
bey 1m! er 
care s d 1M 
carry_ es ed iruz 
cause s d int! 
cheer ed i~ y 
clear ed 1y est 
cloud s ed -,.-
copy es ed i:rur 
cry es ed ing 
dance s d inn: r 
destroy ed er 
dive s d 
""' drag s ed ing 
dry es ed. iM 
easy :er ly est 
empty es ed ing 
enjoy s ing ment. 
erase s d r 
.rat s Ar· est. 
fence s d ing 
fish es . ed y 
fix es ed inEi: •· 
freeze s ing r 
fry es ed ing 
give s in~· r 
glad er Tv est 
band s ed y 
happy er ly est 
· ·(continued on the next page) 
.~_,r.,. 
.t..J·{~l 
Table A. (continued) 
p s es d ed ing r er ly y est ment 
hea'V,Y'· '' er l:v est 
help s ed er 
h_OEe s d ing 
hurry es ed ing 
ice s ing y 
journey s ed ing 
., 
kind er ly est 
liRht ly est 
like s d ly 
love s d ing r ly 
manage d r ment 
march es ed ing 
measure s d ing ment 
mer_rx_ er ly est 
milk s ed y 
move s d ing ment 
multiply es . ed ing 
near er ly est 
need s ed y 
nurse s d ing 
oil s ed y 
pass es ed ing 
pave d ing ment 
pay s er ment 
plain er l_y 
plan s ed ing er 
play ed ing er 
pray s ed er 
price s d ing 
promise s d ing 
punish es ed ment 
rattle s d ing I r 
red s er est 
sad er l:v ' est 
salt s ed y 
(concluded ori the next page). 
.. _.-----::. 
Table A. (concluded) 
s es d ed 
scratch es ed 
shade s d 
sham s 
ship s 
short 
sld.n s 
smokB s '1:1 
snap s 
state s d 
stay s ed 
stick 
storm ed 
study es ed 
supply es ed 
sweet 
taste d 
thick 
thin ed 
touch es ed 
trade s d 
trap s ed 
treat .ed 
use s d 
vote d 
warm ed 
water s ed 
wave s d 
wish es ed 
Number o£ 
words with 50 20 25 45' 
each suffix 
ilig r er -ly 
ing 
er 
er ly 
ing 
er 
ing 
ing er 
ing 
ing 
ing 
er ly 
ing 
er ly 
er 
r 
er 
ing 
~ 
ing' r 
l.v 
ing 
5'0 10 30 20 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
20 
est 
est 
est 
est 
est 
est 
20 
ment 
ment 
m.ent 
ment 
10 
. ' 
f ,.:.! ··~~ 
.... l" < 
~· '. ,·' 
·,' 
·, ·i', 
'· 
; . 
,. 
·' 
','/ 
i·, 
. ;·1 ."' 
'· 
.: 
•\ ·,.'' 
·'.•·.·· 
.. , 
: t' 
'·' 
,, \ '· , . 
I· .. 
Table B~ · Distribution· of !! and !! be;i ~ti~·~· ~. the ~Sp'~l1ing· ;e~,t·) :A~co~~~ tol 
.. ' ' ., • I ' '" I 
Suffix! 
su.rr:pc 
.I 
,, 
. . ' 
Numbel:' o: 
words 
Tota.:t 
. number o: 
WOX'dS 
1 
enjoys. 
journeys 
pays 
prays:' 
stays 
.Y Ending. 
'2L 
I .1. 
'• 
' 
'•' 
25 
'·''·' 
cries' : .carr:ijas. ' 
df~es,' •. copies ,· 
fries . · empt:,tes 
.. multiplies hurl'ies 
.. S\ippli~'s,. · st~dies 
5 '.5 
i 
15 ' 1 
La 
·, 
.·.,1·\. 
' 1\'• 
! ' 
. CATEGORY. 
"• 
' 
','' '•1/ 
·,,., 
., 
'E Ending· ' 
. : ;tb 
,,.erases 
,1.' ., ·' ' 
treezes ·· 
' ' ,~ces• 
,I r• • ·. 
·· · prJ.rees .. 
us~~· 
. ,. 
',!,,.. 
I' 
' ·" 
·gives 
... loves 
~eas~;res 
Jlloves· · , 
rattles 
'I, 
.', J 
.·25 •' 
,'•', 
' ~' ' . \ ' 
.. .. 1 l ' ~" ) c~ilses{ · •· 
.·. d.ancesi: 
: f,enc.es:l. 
··~rse~.! 
'Pt'olni$~ 
. ' . ' 'j ' 
. I :, 
........ )I: 
I!'' 
··;.·· 
., 
'I' 1 
1 \ 
r 
.r··. 
l 
·. . '~~ 
\ :(;/'. 
. :r 
· .. !, 
I 
'li 
~- ' ., .. , 
".'/ 
' 
': 
·\' . ,)\ l ,':,,; . 
·~·: ;! 
categc.?ri~s. 1~ Table 24. (p-~2)' ··,·,'I 
I,: I " 
1'1° 
'I' 
··, ·, '' 
· .. blackS 
blind~ ' 
··,: clOuds 
·.hands.··· 
·;helps 
',.~lks.' 
·,.''needs .. 
. ·oils··.· 
i ·salts:,,. 
' 1 .. ••• • • 
.waters 
.lq.' .. 
/(.' 
.'/1.· 
·'' 
'2: ·,. 3 
'
1b .. in' 
. eg 
., .. ,begs·. 
. ::· ··~~~;s 
'rr' ',I pifiris':. 
· ·!reds. 
.\ ship~ 
.;· 
]\•' 
· a.ddr~sses 
~cix:es · 
fishes 
fixes .. <tna.rche~· 
·passes~ 
punishes 
·Scratches 
touches 
wishes 
•10 
_~,., ' /.• 
jo 
skinir, 
··• snaps 
traps 
\ ~ ' 
,lO 
, '·'.r 
·m. . 
CATFJJORIES: 
1··· \ '1, 
··, 
. ·• 
.<,I• ·) 
· .. ::·· i" '··. 
,,:/ 
,' '.1· '•:,1 
,,.,,; .,! r :; , 
"I; ·,I' 
';, l• 
'' 
.1: f 
.::"5o 
, I "• :·j 
20 
·I 
70 
:r,. 
.. 
,, 
I 
i 
; 1 
' . . 
. . : 
Table c. Distribution of !!, and ·~ Derivatives in the Spelling Test According to the Categr f.ies in Table 2 (p• 22} 
'I; 
. -:. ·. ;, 
. 
ALL. 
.. 
· CATEnORY •· CATmORIES 
' 
Y Ending .E Ending i onsonant En4ing 
., 
l 2L 2S · Lc Ld Sc \ le ~;lf 2e .3e 
.. 
-
i. 
•, 
1.•' 
SuffiX d cared shaded caused i ~. \' 
- dived stat.ed danced :~ 
erased tasted fenced t·' . 
·., 
hoped· ·traded loved.· \1' 
.'I' 
,\' liked voted managed "'( ... 
paved · measured '·- ------ --- -·-------- --- ··- , .. 
priced mOved 'I 
smoked nursed ',. ,. ' 
used I promised 
waved rattled I ·~ " 
Number of 1 25 words lO 5. 10 '' 
.I 
I 
L' 
Suffix·~ 
1': 
deatroyed cried carried . ' blacked ::Clouded addressed begged journeyed dried copied bumped :~anded boXed dragged played fried emptied cheered j,. eeded fished planned 
prayed multiplied hurried cl,eared !:Salted· fixed thinned 
stayed .supplied studied helped 1'treated marched trapped 
milked ' passed ,,
·oiled 
,, 
punished 
1 
stormed scratched 
warmed touched 
watered wished 
Nmnber o;f 
words 5 5 5 10 ) 5 10 5 45 
' 
I 
. I Total :I 
number of lS 25 
r 
.30 70 
words ' 
' ' 
.! 
( ' 
-:/ 
l 
.•"\ .. •· I
' 
, I '1 
'I 
1,' 
'.' 
_~, "1.~ .. -= 
i 
\ ·I l ) 
\ 
\~ 
i' 
i' 
TableD~ ·Distribution of'~ Deriv9-tives .in the 
, '· ,' , : I 
'. . '• '" . . . '!\ . . . . '' . ' 
elling ~est .. :Accordi:Og to the ca~egolw:les in Table :2:-t · (p.22) · 
J. , ...... ' .. ,, 'i •. ·:·· I. ' .. 
' 
·'\': 
. ·Sl,l.fJ;;x ing · 
.I 
Number ot 
. words 
Tota.J. 
number of 
words 
., 
. y :tmdipg 
.. l 
' . buying · 
I ~njoyin~ , 
J ourney.J,ng · · 
playing 
staying 
, 
·2L.·· 
''·r·,,, 
crying· 
drying,. 
· .. rr~ng 
' multiplying, . 
S';lpP;tying, 
5 
15 
.. 
I ' 
. ~ CATEGORY,· ,,,. ,.. , 
-~-~~·~·-··~ .. -~ '' ->·.··':_)· I l· ,. 
I 
jl 
i 
I 
,. 1,·. 
E Erning' . : .. · .::u: 
' ,, 
Con~onant Ending 
~s la , I 
.. I·• 
,,.,., I, 
I •· 'I ( . ': •. ,' 4',' I 
carrya.ng. · c~g 
cop~ng . freezing 
emptying . '· :hoP:iiig',, ; ,, 
· hltt'ry:i.l'lg . . ~citig ' , . 
, st-udying : : , · pa1fiiig · 
' · ,· · pricing· 
' 
·' . sha.kin~t· ·. 
. ' ' • i' 
. I, 
f;l 
./""· 
.tastJ.D,g 
· .. usiilg · 
··.voting 
10 
s, ·: I ·Ill:,' 1:.: 
' ,. :· r__ ' •. , r 
c. ~u. ~ .. ln·· .·.\~' :: ·.· !· bli~·. ·.ing 
ruinoirig : · . ,' che l;'ing 
:r~nctitg .• :. stiking 
. givj,.ng : <·' · ·::· sto~mirtg , 
' ' 'I •· ·. h• ... , .I'. 
· · · lov:Lng · .'' trertting · 
. ~aauring' · \,·.· · ·· 
20 
moving:,·.· .. · t: r. ·• • • 
, 'nursing 1,.'. , ~ , 
pr<>ridsing .,. . . ~ · .. 
rattliri_g ',, ; . Y, ··' : 
10 
II' 
I 
, !I\: 
! ;.' 
:\ ,· 
5t: 
t.! 
.2 
,bOXing. 
··fixing 
.. marching · · 
.pas.sing • 
· .vdsh.mg' ··. 
·' 
5 
' ~ ' 
15 
,.,· 
3'• 
''· 
'Qegging 
. beginn,ing:· 
. . t dragging 
planning· 
· skinn:i,ng · · .. 
. , 
, 
" 
:·r, 
,.,.,,_ 
·,. 
:I· 
,· 
H, •1,1' 
··'-, ... 
.:.'rr. l, ,~· .. 
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. I . , .. 
_,· ,, •_'·· \'':. 
·'1.1 
·:.:· 
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':I' 
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Table E. Distribution of rand er Derivatives in the Spelling Test According to 
the Categories in Table2.. (pa22) 
. ' 
CATOOORY 
.AiiL 
. Y Ending E Ending Consonant Ending CATEGO 
'1 28 L s 1 3 
-
·.· 
Suffix! diver dancer 
eraser giver 
freezer lover 
trader manager 
voter rattler 
Number 
or Words 5 5 10 
"·' 
Suf'fix ~ buyer busier brighter beginner 
destroyei easier bumper fatter 
payer happier helper gladder 
player heavier -- ld.nder --planner 
prayer merrier nearer redder 
plainer sadder 
shorter' shipper 
sticker snapper 
sweeter thinner 
thicker trapper 
Number ' 
of Words '5 5 10 10 30 
Total 
Number o.f 
.. 
Words 10 10 20 40 
17 are comparatiye, 23 are none whofi or "that "Which" 
Table F • Distribution of ,!l Derivatives in the Spelling Test 
According to the Categories in Table 2 (p. 22) 
Category 
All 
Y Endings Consonant Mixed. ,\, .. Categor 
Endings Endings 
2S l 
Su:f'fix k busily blindly gladly (C3) 
easily brightly likely (EL) 
happily clearly lightly (Cl) 
heavily ld.ndly lovely (ES) 
merrily plainly nearly (Cl) 
sadly 
shortly 
sweetly 
.thickly_ 
warmly· 
Total numbe:r s 10 5 
of words 
Table G. Distribution of y Derivatives in the Spelling Test 
According to the-Categories in Table 2 (p;, 22) 
Oategor;r 
. 
20 
All 
ies 
E Endings Consonant Mixed· Categorie s 
. ~dings Endings 
L 1 
Su:f'fix z icy bumpy cheery (Cl) 
shady cloudy fishy (C2) 
shaky handy scratchy tC2) 
smoky miley sld.ney C3) 
wavy needy snappy (C3) 
oily 
salty 
sticky 
storrey-
watery 
'J:ot.aJ. numt>e:r 5 10 5 20 
of words . 
• 
Table. H. Distribution of' est Derivatives in the Spellil}.g Test 
According to theCitegories in Table 2 (p. 22} . 
Category 
All 
Y Endings Consonant Endings . Categories 
.. , 2S~ l .3 
Suf'fix est busiest blackest fattest 
-- easiest brightest gladdest 
happiest clearest reddest 
heaviest ld.ndest saddest ,. 
merriest lightest thinnest 
nearest 
shortest 
sweetest. 
thickest 
warmest 
Total number 5 10 5 20 of' words 
Table I. Distribution of' .. ment Derivatives in the Spelling Test 
According to the Categories in Table 2 (p. 22) 
Category 
All 
··. E ;Endings Mixed ~ndings Categories 
Suffix ment Ina.nagement (S) enjoyment .(YJJ 
- (S) (n) measurement payment 
movement (S) punishment (C2) 
pavement (L) shipment (C3) 
statement (L) treatment · (Cl) 
Total number 5 5 10 
of words 
• .. l 
Table J. Distribution of Suffixes s and es, d and ed, According to Differences 
in Pronunciation - - - - -
Category 
Sound 
Suffix· of Suffix - Y Endings E Endings Consonant Endings · 
s s or z 5 15 20 .. 
- - -
ez 10 
-
es s or z ·1o 
- - -
ez 10 
-
• 1i. d or t 20 
- -
~ 5 
ed d or t l5 25 
- - -
~ 5 
• 

Table L. Different Arrangements of the 10 Word Lists Within the Spelling Test 
to Form Sets, Each List Being Identified by the First Word on the List 
Li.st Set A r ~ 
Number (Original Listing) Set B Set C 
I. addresses begged bumper 
II. addressed boxing begs 
In. begging begins begged 
IV. _bumper blacks addressed · 
v. blinding begs begins 
VI. begs blinding begging 
VII. bhcks bumper boxing 
I 
VIII. begins begging addresses 
IX. boxing addressed blacks 
x. ·: begged addresses blinding 
.1'-<;.}~ 
v..:~ ~(J 
I. Q" 
Intervals 
155~159 
150-154 
145~149 
14.0-144 
135-139 
.13D-l34 
125-129 
120-124 
115-119 
ll<>-114 
105-109 
100-104 
95-99. 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
Table M. Distribution o.f I. Q. 's 
(to .Accompany Figure A) -
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quencies Cents lquencies Cents quencies Cents 
1 99.9 ( 
0 99.6 2 99.9 
1 99.6 1 99.9 2 98.9 
2 99.1~ 2 99.5 3 -97~9 
3 98.2 3 98.6 6 96.4 
l6 96.9 9 97.2 13 93.2 
9 89.7 7 92 .. 9 12 86•7 
17 85.6 19 89.7 19 80.4 
22 78.0 i5 80.8 . 20 70.6 
27 68.1 17 73.8 25 60.3 
30 56.o 26 6~.8 l6 47.4 
22 42.6 25 53.1 23 39.1 
21 32.8 21 42.1 9 27.3 
15 23.3 13 32.2 14 22.7 
ll 16.6 19 26.1 11 15.4 
7 11.7 14 17.3 10 9.8 
8 8.5 7 10.7 2 4.5 
6 4.9 6 7.5 4 3.6 
3 2.2 7 4.7 2 1.5 
1 0.9 2 ·1.4 0 o.5 
1 0.4 1 o.5 1 o.5 
Total Populati on 
Fre- .Per 
quencies Cent s 
1 99.9 
2 99.8 
4 99~5 
7 98~9 
12 97.7 
38 95.9 
28 89.8 
0 55 85.4 
57 76.7 
69 67.6 
72 56.7 
70 45.3 
51 34.2 
42 26.1 
41 19.5 
31 12.9 
17 8.1 
16 5.4 
12 2.8 
3 1.0 
3 .o.s 
• 
Table N. Distribution o:r Pintner Standard Scores: Modal Age Group of Each Grade 
(to Accompany Figures D, E, and F) 
..... 8. () 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 
Score Intervals 
Frequencies. Per Cents Fre_quencies Per Cents Frequencies Per Cent: 
'. 
191-197 l 99·9 
184-190 2 97.8 
177-183 1 99.9 11 96.2 
170-176 4 99.3 13 87.8 
163-169 3 96 .. 3 17 11·1 
156-162 6 99.9 17 94.1 30 64.7 
149-155 23 96.1 23 81.6 20 41.6 
:142-148 18 , 81.0 31 64.7 16 26.2 
l35-l4l 44 69.3 27 41.9 11 13.9 
128-134 26 40.5 15 22.1 5 5.4 
121-127 23 23.5 lJ n.o 1 1.5 
114-120 9 8.5 1 1.5 1 .a 
107~113 2 2.6 l .7 0 0 
100-106 2 1.3 0 0 0 0 
Table o. Distribution o:t Base Word Scores: Modal Age Group of Each Grade 
(to Accompany Figures B, D, E, and F) 
Grade 4 ' Grade 5 Grade 6 
Score 
Intervals 
G9 
Frequencies Per Cents Frequencies Per Cents Frequencies Per Cents 
·-
96-100 11 99.9 .30 99.9 57 99.9 
89-95 27 92-.B .31 77.9 36 56.2 
82-88 19 75.2 15 55.2 18 
- .. 
28.5 
75-81 25 62.7 22 44·1 .. ll :14.6 
68-74 l..7 46.4 7 27.9 2 6.2 
61-67 13 35.3 10 22.8 I. 4.6 
54-60 8 26.8 5 15.4 2 3.8 
47-53 15 21.6 5 ll.8 2 2.3 
40-46 7 11.8 4 8.1 1 o.8 
33-39 3 7.2 1 5.1 
26-.32 1 5.2 .3 4.4 
19-25 3 4.6 2 2.2 
12-18 1 2.6 1 . 0.7 
5-ll 3 2.0 
0-4 0 0 .. 
Table P. Dist~ibution of Variant Scores: Modal Age Group of Each Grade 
(to Accompany Figures c, D, E, and F) 
Scare Grade 4. Grade 5 Grade 6 
Intervals 
Frequencies Per Cents Frequencies Per Oents Frequencies Per Cents 
96-l.OO 2 99.9 ; 2 99.9 7 99.9 
89-95 3 98.7 l.3 98.5 29 94..7 
82-88 7 96.7 18 89.0 24 72.4 
75-81 12 92.2 12 75.7 22 53.9 
68-74 18 84.3 ll 66.9 17 36.9 
61-67 12 72.5. 17 58.8 9 23.9 
54-60 16 64.7 6 46.3 11 16.9 
47-53 15 54.2 16 41.9 4 8.5 
40-46 14 44.4 15 30.1 1 5.4 
33-39 17 35.3 2 . . 19.1 3 4.6 
26-32 13 24.2 8 17.6 0 2.3 
19-25 12 15.7 6 :iJ..8 3 2.3 
12-18 3 7.8 3 . 7.4 0 
5-ll 6 5.9 6 5.1 0 
o-4 3 2.0 l 0.7 0 
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lo beg~d 
2 .. beginning 
3. ceres 
4e address 
5. carries 
6. buyer 
7 .. dances 
e .. blind 
9 .. drags 
lOEr enjol'lUent 
11 .. eraser 
12. bright 
13 .. fatter 
14e fixing 
15Q hands 
lo. easy 
17 .. hurried 
18 .. heaviest 
· 19 .. hoped 
20,. nee.r 
LISTJ: 
The hungry child BEGGED for foodo be~~ed 
Start to rea4 at the SEGINNING of the story.. be~innin~ 
She CARES for the plants by givin~ .them water.. cares 
Use a pen to ADDRESS the letter. address 
Nancy CARRIES her lunch to school every day. carries 
A BUYER is a person who purchases something. buyer 
She DANCES around the roam on the tips of her toes .. dances 
A person who cannot see is BLIMDo blind 
The costume is too long; it DRaGS on the floor. dra~s 
Television gives many people great ENJOYMENT.. enjoyment 
Rub out the mistake with your ERASER. eraser 
That light is not BRIGHT enough to read by. bright 
If you eat more food you will ~urely grow FATTER. fatter 
He is good at FIXING broken turn1 ture. tlzing 
wash your HANDS before eating. ·hands 
Do the EASY problems first and the hard ones ~ast.easy 
He was late starting.so he HURRIED to make up time~hurried 
Let the biggest boy lift the H&AVIEST package. heaviest 
Michael HOPED there would be ioe cream for dessert.hoped 
They pitched their tent NEAR the shore. near 
2lo ~ightly If you want to be quiet, ate~ LIGHTLY. liMtly 
loves 
marched 
-pave 
22. loves The mother LOVES all her children. 
23. marched They MARCHED around the room in time to m.usie. 
24. pave They will use asphalt to PAVE the street. 
25. multiplying Bill thinks MULTIPLYING is easier than dividin~. 
26 .. measured Gail MEASURED ou' the :flour for a cake ., 
2?. moving The Smiths are MOVING into their new house today. 
28. promise Please PROMISE not to tell this secret. 
29 .. needy ,\;e should be glad to help the poor and ~~Y. 
30. played The children PLAYED tag in the school yard. 
31. shortest- December 21st is the SHORTEST day o'f the year. 
32. ship We will SHIP the bundles by expresso 
33. smoky In October the air is SMOKY from bonfires. 
34Q sweeter Add some more sugar to make it SWEETER. 
3~. thickly I like my bread spread THICKLY with buttero 
36o supply There is a good SUPPLY of paper on hand. 
37. treated The ~9or old horse had been badly TREATED.· 
38,. using We will be ·UsiNG sciss-ors ·toa-ay,,: · 
39o wishes What·would you ask for if you had three WISHES? 
40. vote ~e will VOTE for a new president .. 
mul t i'plyin~ 
measured 
movi~ 
pror.ise 
needy 
played 
shortest 
shi:P 
smoky 
sweeter 
thickly 
SU"':ply 
treated 
using 
wishes 
vote 
i . ~ 
lo boxing 
2 .. beginner 
3,.. buyin~ 
4o busy 
5o cheered 
6 .. cloudy 
'!., destroyer 
8., clear · 
Q~ emptied 
10 .. freezer 
11., erased 
12 .. 
13 .. 
14 .... 
15,.. 
16 0 
17 .. 
18., 
199 
20 .. 
2lo 
22 .. 
23o 
24Q 
25 .. 
26 .. 
2'7o 
28o 
29o 
31 .. 
32., 
33o 
34 .. 
55,. 
36o 
37 .. 
38 .. 
:39 0 
<·0, 
cry 
:rats 
happiest 
helper 
:i'ence 
hopes 
kindest 
lovely 
glad 
marches 
multiplied 
measu.l."es 
hand · 
needs 
passed 
nurses 
price 
-promising 
salted 
shaking 
stick 
shipment 
shortly 
smelted 
wave 
sne.!'PV 
stay!n~a 
studies 
wish.· 
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LIST :IT 
Most boys like the sport of BOXING.. boxing 
Do not expect too much of htm;he is only a DEGINiiER?beginner 
Many -people are BUYING television sets nowadays.. buying 
Our school work keeps us BUSY all day long.. busy 
The crowd CHEERED as the par~de went by.. cheered 
The sky is CLOUDY; it may rain soon$ cloudy 
One kind of warship is called a DESTROYER.. destroyer 
You could see fish down through the CLEAR water... clear 
When the pail was full he EMPTIED ito emptied 
\,e use a FREEZER to make ice cream. free7er 
She ERASED the word that was wrong and, tried . e.~ain .. erased 
A baby will usually CRY when it is hun~y.. ery 
Butter, lard, and crisco are different FATS. fats 
·Christmas is the HAPPIEST time of year.. hapniest 
Louise is her mother's ~ER. helper 
All around the farmyard was a rail FENCE. fence 
Each boy HOPES his team ~111 wino hopes 
Grandmother had the KINDEST voice you ever heard. kindest 
The p~ty dress was made of lOVELY blue ve1veto lovely 
When ~eople praise our work we feel GLAD. ~lad 
The drum major MARCHEs· at the head of the b~nd .. 
In the last problem he MULTIPLIED 3? by 19 .. 
Ed MEASURES the length of his deslt with A ruler·oil 
Please raise your HAND if you wish to s~eak. 
marches 
multiplied 
measures 
hand 
His old coat is worn out; he NEEDS a new one .. 
The refreshment committee PASSED the cookies. 
White caps end aprons are often worn b~ NURSESo 
The clerk told me the PRICE of the booko 
It was mean Qf her to tell after PROMISING not 
The fish was SALTED to keep it from spoiling,, 
Get the dust out o:t: the 9loth by SliAKING ito 
Use plenty of paste to make it STICK., 
The next SHIPMENT will go out tomorrow. 
They will tell us the news SHORTLY .. 
The wood was damp so the fire 5MOKEDo 
l'ut the flag where it will WAVE in the ~eef<1GQ 
.lk\ · s quick and SNAPPY answer. . 1 )' . 
needs 
passed 
nurses 
-price 
too:promisinp: 
salted 
shakin~ 
stick 
shipment 
shortly 
smoked 
wave 
ae-m,y 
le: be· STAYING in town all summer. •tl ; ~l tic and science are· his favorite ~1C34 
What do you. WISH for :xnost of all? · 
•ar1nj.'( 
studies 
wish· 
lo 
20 
3. 
4o 
5o 
6. 
7e 
e. 
9 .. 
·10. 
llo 
12. 
l3o 
14o 
lb. 
16., 
l'1o 
18 .. 
19. 
20o 
begins 
blackest 
boxed. 
buy 
cheery 
copying 
danced 
cloud 
destroyed 
fencing 
dried 
dive 
tries 
happily 
gives 
fat 
helps 
hurrying 
ices 
i'ree?:e 
21 .. manager 
22- l)lovement 
23'"' needed 
24. march 
25.. passes 
269 plainl)> 
27 .. prayer 
28 ... nurse 
29 .. pricing 
30. saddest 
31. shorter 
32. study 
33 .. smokes 
34. sticking 
35. smappe:r 
36a thick. 
37 .. ·thinned 
38o stormy , 
59. used 
40a warm 
79 
I L~ST :III. 
School BEGINS in September. 
The BLACKEST kitten was called Soot. 
The dog was BOXED up when he traveled by t~ainp 
I go to the store to BUY a loaf of bread. 
Ben's OBEE.ftY sntile made eYeryone feel gaya 
You should not be COPYING your neighbor's work. 
The fairies DANCED on the moonbeams. 
A rain CLOUD hid the sun from sight. 
The boml) ,dropped from a plane ,DESTROYED the oi ty. 
Wire FENOING was put around the field~ 
He washed and DRIED the dinner dishes. 
begins . 
blackest 
boxed 
buy 
cheery 
co-py in~ 
danced 
cloud 
destroyed 
fencine: 
dried · 
Learn to swim before you try to DIVE. 
The cook FRIES fresh doughnuts every day. 
The baby is :playing HAPPILY with his toys. 
Jean GIVES food to the birds every day. 
The opposite of thin is FATo 
Dorothy HELPS her mother get breakfasto 
Everybody was HURRYING to get in out of the rain. 
Iv~other ICES the cake with chocolate frosting. 
In winter rive~s and ponds F.REE7-E over. 
dive 
fries 
·happily. 
gives 
fat 
helps 
hurrying 
ices 
freeze 
His father is MANAGER or a gas station. manager 
~~e have been studying the :MOVEMENT ot the earth.., moV"ement 
Carl NEEDED a·new tire for his bicyole. needed 
A company of soldiers will N~OH in the parade. march 
Jane PASSES the pieture around AO all may see ito passes 
Speak PLAINLY or no·one will understand you. ~lainly 
We say a PRAYER at the opening of school. prayer 
When Bess was ill a NORSE took eare of hero nurse 
J'im went to sev.eral stores PRICING knives., pricinee 
The "Death of Rolandftwas the SADDES'.r syory of allo saddest 
In winter the days are SHORTER than i~ummer. shorter 
At our school we STUDY many different subjects. study 
The old man SMOKES a oornoob pipe. smokes 
You must use.more glue, for this is not STICKING. stiokin~t 
Keep fingers away fro.m that turtle;he is a SNAPPER.sna~per 
\ve wear warm, THICK coats in cold vreather. thick 
The painter THINNED his paint with turpentineo thinned 
We oftel'). have STORM!' weather ixf :March. stormy 
Ohristine USED qrayons ~o colo~ her picture. used 
\;e sat elose to the fire to kee'P WARM. warm 
.. 
lo bl.aolts 
2., bl!'ightl3" 
3. boxes 
4o care 
5a caused 
6" carrying 
7. clouded 
·So dance 
9o copied 
lOo cheering 
llo cried 
12o destroy 
131) dragged 
l4o empties 
15"' fishy 
l6o erase 
17o frying 
l8o likely 
19., nearest 
20.., heavy 
2lo nursing 
22., oily 
23., :plainer 
24o help 
25o plana. 
26. player· 
27., prices 
28o need 
. 29o ·rattled 
30o reddest 
3lo shades 
32q pass . 
33o statement 
34o stays 
35o touched 
36o snap 
37., trader 
38o voting 
39., tra:p:per 
40., sweat 
ltmmy BLACKS his face to-look like a goblin., blacks 
The sun shines BRIGHTLY when the sky is Olear. brightly 
The presents were packed in BOXES. boxes 
Bally takes CARE or her baby brother. care 
The dog• s pranks CAUSED his master some trouble. caused 
He is CARRYING a heavy load on his back-.~ carrying 
The sky CLOUDED over and r~in began to ~all. clouded 
The children formed a ei~cle to begin the DANCE. dance 
~hey COPIED the poem in their notebQPkso copied 
_We are OHEJR!NG our team to vietoryo cheering 
Patsy CRIED when she bumped her knee4 cried 
If you start a tire you may DEST.RO~your home. destroy 
Her belt came untied and DRAGGED on the floor. dragged 
Gilbert EMPTIES the wastebasket eve~y afternoon. ·empties 
The seashore has a FianY smell. fishy 
You may ERASE the spelling 'Words from the board o erase 
t.rhe meat was cooked in a FRYING pano 'frying 
It is not LIKELY that you will know all the words~likely 
Riokey•s desk is NEAREST to the window~ nearest 
The. pia~o is too HEAVY for·you to moveG heavy 
A very worthwhile kind of work to do is WRS:rNGo 
It is not safe to keep OILY rags in the house4 
Her dress ie not fancy; 1t 1s ~ than mine. 
If the work is too hard·l will HELP you do ito 
The boys made PLANS tor a hike on Satur4ay. 
Jack wants to become a ~1ne baseball PLAYERo 
The PRICES oT the groceries were plainly marked. 
We NEED new desks in our classroom .. 
nursing 
oily 
plainer 
help 
plans 
:player 
:,prices 
need 
He RAf'l'LED the door. trying to dpen ito _ 
I ma4e a bouquet ot the REDDEST roses I could 
The large elm tree SHADES the sehool yard· .. 
Noel said,"Please PASS the salte" 
rattled 
find .. reddeet 
shades 
pass 
true. statement The speaker made one STA~m that was not 
Phyllis often STAYS after school to help. 
Jerry TOUCHED the button that rang the fire 
The rubber band broke vri th a SNAP o. 
stays 
A TRADER is a person who buys and sells goodso 
We will decide who is to be captain by VOTINGo 
The TRAPPER caught a fine silver fox~ 
The song sparrow has a vory SWEET song. 
ala?JTl .. touehed 
snap 
trader. 
voting 
trapper 
SVIeet 
lo begs 
2o blinds 
3,. carried 
4o black 
~0 causing 
6o clearest 
7 .. copies 
a .. box 
9o crying 
lOo fixe~ 
llo freezes 
12o cheer 
l3o fried 
14 .. gladdest 
l5o handed 
l6o happy 
17o heavier 
18. kindly 
19 .. liked 
20o hope 
21.$ lover 
22o managed 
23 .. milky 
24o measure 
25o . :passing 
26o .nearly 
27o :p~:o.ving 
28$ short 
29o payment 
30 .. planner 
3lo prays 
32o ek:tn 
33o rattl.ing 
54 .. shady 
35. shakes 
36 0 stay 
3'1 .. sticker 
38 .. touches 
39c trapped 
40. uae 
LIS~3C 
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The hungry dog BEG-s for a bone a begs 
A sudden flash of light BLDWS you tor a moment o blinds 
Ea:r-1 CARRIED the bundles· home from the· store., · carried 
The puppy was as BLACK as a lump of ooalo blaok 
The wind is CAUSING the papers to blow abouto causing 
The a~ water is best tor swimming. clearest 
Molly COPIES everything that Polly doeth copies 
The baby's toys are kept in a large BOXv box 
She was so frightened that she was CRYINGo cryi~ 
The clock will not run; it needs to be FIXED9 fixed 
When water BREEZES it ·becomes ice. freezes 
Let us CHEER for our team.o cheer 
His mother FRIED an egg :for Gilbert's breakfast <l tried •. 
I don't ~ind rain,but am GLADDEST when the sun shinesQgladdea~ 
The postman BANDED her a letterv handed 
He is laughil18, so I think he 1s BAPPY.. ha-ppy 
The iron hammer is HEAVIER than the wooden oneo heavier 
She spoke KINDLY to the little lost boyo kindly 
George was a good sport • so e'ferybody LiltED h1m4> 1 iked 
I ROPE it will not rain tomorrow$ hope 
The handsome prince beeame Oinderella•s LOVER. lover 
Somehow Jack always MANAGED to get into trouble o managed 
Have you ever seen the stars in the MILKY Way? milky 
The nurse will come to ME.ABlJRE our heir:-.hts o measure 
Cars are· PASSING by the sohool all day longm passing 
D1ok.ran yery fast. and NEARLY won the raceo .nearly 
They are PAVING the new street with cement. paving 
We have only a SHORT ttme in which to finisho short 
Father has made the first PADmft on a new car. payment. 
Zames will finish on time; he is a good PLANNERGI :planner 
The child kneels by her bed and PRAYS every nignt~ prays 
The bear's SKIN made a handsome rug. skin 
The windows are RATTLIHG in the wind. rattling 
Let us sit in a SHADY spot away from the suno shady 
The whole building SHAKES when the win4 roarso shakes 
Billy wanted to STAY and ~lay a little lon~er. stay 
The package is sealed shut with a STICKER~ sticker 
The clumsy boy breaks everything he TOUCHES. touches 
The elephant was TRAPPED in a pitfallo trapped 
Try to USE your time wisely. use 
Se+:B · 
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i/;_;.,:~t-1 o blinding The lightning came in a BLI:NDING flash. blindiM 
~;,l. 2 .. bumpy It is hard to ride a bicycle on a. BUMPY road.. bumpy 
,_ 3 o busiest . Bees are said to be the BUSIEST of all creatures., busiest 
4o begin We shall BEGIN a ne'' story tomorrow.. begin- · 
5., clearly I need a good light in-order to see CLEARLYo clearly· 
o o cries . The baby CRIES loudly when 1 t is hungry o . cries 
7., dancing People in many lands like DANCING at parties., dancing_ 
So copy. · You may COPY the problem on the blackboard. copy· 
9o erases Paula ERASES the wrong answere erases 
lOa heavily: Do not dress HEAVILY in warm weather., heavily 
llo fixes· uhen the oar breaks down~ the mechanic FIXES ite fixes 
. 12., drag If the sack is too heavy to lift, DRAG ito · · drag 
13.· icing Mary Ann'had a birthday cake with piDk ICING.. icing 
14. kinder The KINDER you are the more friends you wil~ haveokinder 
15. journeying I think JOURNEYING across the ocean would be tuno journeying 
16 .. give · Most of us GIVE presents at Christma.s time. give 
17 .. likes Willis LIKES to read the eomiaa. likes 
'18 .. ~asurement Scales are used for 'the MEASURXMENT of wei~ht.. measuren1ent 
19.. milked Barry got up early and MILKED the oov;.. milked 
20~ plain The dress was made of PLAIN material.. plain 
2lo 
22o 
23e 
24. 
25 .. 
26 .. 
27 .. 
26. 
29. 
30o 
31. 
32 .. 
33o 
34. 
35_. 
35. 
37. 
38 .. 
39. 
40 .. 
moves 
payer : 
oils 
:pray 
priced 
rattler 
promised 
smoke . 
punished 
shipper 
skinny 
storm 
studied 
su:pplying 
tasted 
touch 
thickest 
traps 
watered 
trade 
~he heavy freight train MOVES slowly. 
My father is a tax PAYER .. 
Jack OILS his bicycle once a month. 
The people went to church to PRAY .. 
That coat is PRICED at twelve dollarso 
The snake he saw in the desert was a RATTLERo 
\te must go because we PROMISED that we would<J 
~here there is SMOKE there is fire. 
Robert was PUNISllED for ruining his new coat., 
A man who ships good overseas is a SHIPPER. 
Butch was an underfed, SKINNY little fellow. 
The tree was blown down during the STORMe · 
Last month we S~UDIED about Norway. 
I have. to keep SUPPLYING you with pencils. 
Goldilocks TASTED the :porridge in the big bowlo 
A siF~ at the exhibit read,"Do not TOUCH"o · 
l!.ven the THICKEST eoat lets som.e cold through ito 
Danny·set two TRAPS tor woodchucks in his garden. 
If the plants are WATERl!.D they will grow o 
I will TRADE my ball for your knife. 
moves 
payer 
·oils 
:pray 
priced 
rattler 
promised 
smoke 
punished 
shipper 
skinny 
storm 
studied 
.SUJ>'plying 
tasted 
touch 
thickest 
traps 
watered 
tra.de 
LIST 1Z:IL. 
1.. bumper. The auto had-: a -shiny :new HUMPER o 
2 .. ·.blindly He rushed ·:aLINDLY into the dark. building.. . 
3. busler Mother is BUSIER on wash day than on other daye •. 
4~ beg I BEG you to let me goe 
5. cleared The sun came out and the sky CLEARED. 
6. diver The life guard at the beach is a good DIVER. 
7. drying A sunny day is good for DRYING clothes. 
8. carry Please CARRY this :paclcage upstairs. 
9. emptying We have to keep EN~TYING the wastebasket~ 
10. fenced The :pasture was FENCED with barbed wire .. 
11. gladly A Boy Scout ~ives help GLADLY. 
12. fix If your bicycle tire goes flat, can you FIX it? 
13. journeyed ·The three wise men JOURNEYED to Bethlehem. 
14. management The store is under new MANAGEIYJENT. . 
15. merries~ They are all gay,but Jean is MERRIEST of all. 
16. like Whio~! ~C\Q,l,¥9Mocf.~~.)~~tt~;~ 'l~~t<ifr. 1 ori ~ummer? 17. milks The fe:~r· . · . , th~ .onw,. ~~ge a day. 
lBG :paved The street. ·~tai""P'"AVED 'wt'tth ·oricks. ·· . 
l9o multiplies .He~slt"""tivid~s· and l..'ULTIPLIES very well. 
2ti. love · ~ne cn1.Ldrea LOVE their mother. 
21 .. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27, 
28 .. 
29o 
30. 
.. 31. 
32o 
33. 
34. 
35o 
36o 
37o 
30o 
39o 
40o 
pa,-s 
planntng 
punishes 
oil 
rattles 
reds 
scratched 
play 
shaded 
shaky 
stormed 
state 
tasting 
thinner 
uses 
tra;p 
warmest 
watery 
wishing 
treat 
bumper 
blindly· 
busier 
beP.; 
cleared 
diver 
dry in~ 
carry· 
emptyinll! 
fenced 
gladly 
fix journeyed 
. management 
merriest 
like 
milks 
'paved 
· mul t1pl1es 
J.ove 
PSJ'S 
']148m.t1ng 
'P1Q'11shes 
oil 
rattles 
refs 
scratched 
play 
. shaded 
shaky' 
stormed 
state 
tastin~ 
thinner 
uses 
tra'P 
warmest 
watery 
wishin;{ 
treat 
lo begging 
2., bumped 
3o clouds 
4:~~~ hurry 
5.. dives 
6., easiest 
7. dries 
8,.. kind 
9o enjoying 
10. fences 
11 .. :fished 
12o milk 
13 .. giver 
14. :freezing 
15 .. happier 
16. move 
·17. ·.:t.:rving 
18 .. icy 
19.., marching 
20. multiply 
21. nuJtsed 
22o mel"r~ly 
23 .. pl~nned 
24 .. pay · · 
25 .. redder 
26o salty 
27 .. scratches 
28. :punish 
29 .. stated 
30. snaps 
31QI stayed 
32 .. sad 
33c. sweetest 
34.., thiclter 
35 .. trades 
35. shake 
37. treatment 
38 .. warmly 
39 ... waved 
40 .. thin 
LIST JZIIC 
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The b·oys ~e BEGqiNG tC? stay up late o begging 
When Jane tell down she BUMPED her knee.. bumped 
The wind,,!~ b1q:w#,n,g.white :PLQUDS across the sky .. clouds 
If' you HURRY too'' much you will make mistakes., hurry 
A person h<>J,.d$.·hi,il breath :lfhen he DIVES.. dives 
This pur,?:le~::j.~f··t~ .EASIEST· one of e.llo easiest. 
The Wi~f.i .OJ;i~~~ ;;tl}e QlQtll'~ q~ Vhe clothesline., dries 
If Y9.~·,·..,ant your dog to '.Jrpve you,be KIND to him~ kind 
We af' ~NtrOYING making ·p:J.fins tor a party c. enjoying 
Barbe,q. wire FENCES were oqilt around the pastures .. fences 
Donal.A'.J'ISHED:all day and .caught a do7.en :percho fished 
A child' should drink a quart of MitK each dayc. milk 
The Red·. Of~2;J!iL needs ,your 4el:p;be a generous GIVER. giver 
We wear warmrwraps in FREE7.ING weather~ free7.ing 
Sunny days make u$: a.AfP~' than rainy ones.. happier 
We are going to MQV~ Jn~~ ~a ne\"T house., · move 
The letter was signed,"fqur loving son,John." loving 
Vialk carefully when the' s·treets are ICY.. icy 
The soldiers went MARCH~ down the street.. marching 
In this problem do you divide qr MULT+PLY? multiply 
' . 
She WRSEDthe wounded man back to health. 
Carolyn laughed and ran.MERRILY down the street. 
They PLANNED to t4~e'a trip during vaeation. 
You have to ~Y a'dime forB large lo11i'POPo 
Her cheeks. ~e ~I?~~ than t:?etl:;);r;-e .she._. went out .. 
Sea water has a SALTY' taste.. · 
Pussy SCRATCHES the dog when he bothers her., 
If he disobeys you will have to PUNISH himo 
Mr. Jones STATED the arguments on both sides .. 
Michael SNAPS his ringers to make his dog mind~ 
. .Albert STAYED all nip,ht at his friend t s house ... 
The wreck was a SAD sight to see. 
Maple sugar is the SWE~~ST candy I know of. 
If your hands are cold put on THICKER ~1ttensc. 
Mother TRADES at the neighborhood grocery~ 
A little gust of wind makes the leaves SHAKE .. 
Your faithfUl dog deserves kind TREATP~~. 
It is a long cold trip, so dress WARMLY .. 
Timmy WAVED a flag as the parade went by. 
This coat is too THIN for cold weather .. 
nursed 
merrily 
planned 
pay 
redder 
salty 
scratches 
:punish 
stated 
snaps 
stayed 
sad 
sweetest 
thicker 
trades 
shake 
treatment 
warmly 
waved 
thin 
1., addressed 
2'<) brighter 
3.., blacked 
4 a b'Wll.'P 
5., caring 
6.., dancer 
7o dived 
8.. causa 
9., easily 
10 .. enjoys 
11 .. tat·test 
12 .. empty 
l3c. :fishes 
l4 .. giving 
15 p gladder 
16. try 
1'1 .. hurries 
18 .. J.ightest 
19 .. loved 
20a journey. 
' 
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The letter is ADDRESS~~ to me. addres~ed 
Electrio lignts ~e llRlGHTER than candles.. br.ightsr 
Mary B:UCK.El) he'l• .. ..fe.ee with soot like a- w1 toh.. .. bl ok d · 
The bicycle bounced as it went over a BUMPo . bU:p e 
When you feed your pet you are CARING tor ita caring · 
The DANOER moved in ttme to the music.. daneer 
To:m DIVED into ·the poo1 11 dived 
Be carefUl not to CAUSE an accidento · cause 
The box is not heavy; I can lift it EASILY.. easily 
Jfm is a good reader and EN10YS reading aloud. enjoys 
The rolypoly pig was the FATTEST of all tha·antmalso fattest 
I poured out the water, so the Jug is EMPTY.. empty 
Billy FISHES tor trout in the brook. · fishes 
Next week the class is GIVING a play. giving 
Dan was GLADDER than Jittt about vrinnitJg the pr1~e o gladder 
When you cook food in a pan with fat you FRY it.. try 
He wiU be on time if he BUBRIESo hurries 
~e empty box is the LIGHTEST one., lightest 
Heidi LOVED to see the stars twinkling at night.. loved 
Peek a suitcase for a long JOURNEY., journey 
21" merrier The tunnier the clown acted; the MERRIE.tt we became.. merrier 
22., playing . My dog is l?LAYING ·vii th his bone.. . -playing 
23. promises Don't make PROMISES unless you mean to keep themo promises 
24~ plan Let us PLAN ~ :picnio, plan 
25 .. punish..ment Billts ~ISHMENT was to &tO without deeserter "'D\tnisbmflnt 
26 .. sadly Ha said good-bye to hi& dog ana wen't SADLY away.. sadly 
2? .. ships The factory SHIPS a carload of autos every day, ships 
28. rattle The baby likes to make a noise with a RATTLE~ rattle 
29o skinning The Indian was expert at SKINNING a bearo ekinning 
30o states She STATES that she was home all day yesterday. states 
31. sticky After using paste, your finser$ will be STICKY. sticky 
52o salt Nearly everyone likes SALT on tood. salt 
33. supplied Kenneth SUPPLIED the materials for the modelo supplied 
34o ·storming We plal indoors when it is STORMING outs1deo storming. 
35.. warmed Nellie lt~D her toes by the stove. warmed 
36. scratch The thorns on the rosebush may SCRATCH you. scratch 
37a waters Fred WA~ERS his flower garden every day~ waters 
38. wavy She drew a WAllY ·line across the pe.:per. wavy 
39., voted Everybo4y VOTED in f'a:vor of having e. :party. voted 
40~ shade Let us eit in the SBADa to. cool otr. shade 
lc addresses 
2o brightest 
3o busily 
4o dry 
5~ cared 
6., causes 
7 .. dragging 
a. enjoy 
9e easier 
10. handy 
11 .. helped 
12 .. fish 
13 .. hoping 
14Q journeys 
15., measuring 
16., ice 
l7.i moved 
18. nearer 
19., oiled 
20 .. light 
2lo pavement 
22 .. prayed 
23., sadde~· 
24o manage 
25"' salts 
26. scratchy 
27 .. skins 
28 .. merry 
29 .. studying 
30o supplieh 
31. sweetly 
32a red 
33., trad0d 
34 .. treating 
35. thinnest 
36. taste 
37o voter 
38o waves 
S9. wished 
40o water 
LIST .X 
Mary ADDRESSES her le~tere neatly .. 
Sunlight !s the BRIGRrEST of all l.ights., 
Be was working BUSILY at building a kite. 
The opposite of wet is DRY. 
The doctor CARED for his patient .. 
Runn1n~ on the stairs orte~ CAUSES accidents. 
Fluffy's white tail was DRAGGING in. the mud. 
Moat .children ENJOY playing games ot· 
Talking is EASIER than singing. 
A pencil bo% is a BANDY thing to have. 
~eddy HELPED his father mow the lawn~ 
Cod, salmon, and mackerel are kinds of FISH. 
We are HOPING tor good weather for the pienico 
The traveler wrote a book about his JOURNEYS .. 
A ruler is used for IIIEASURING things o 
In zero weather water turns to IOEo 
The teacher.~ her desk across the roa.m~ 
The lion ore~t ~JtCR and NEARER to its ~rey. 
Mother OILED her sewing ~achine yesterday~ 
He weighs 70 lbo,whioh _is LIG.ar for his age .. 
The cement PAVEMENT is cracked• 
The Indians PRAYED to the rain god. 
Both boys felt badly,but lim was SADDER 
Bill was chosen to MANAGE the scenery .. 
than Joe., 
Jerry SALTS and peppers his breakfast elf• 
The home made ol.oth is rough and SORATC ., 
The SKD1S ot anilnala have many uses. 
We alw~ys wish our friends a MERRY Christmas. 
What are you STUDYING in ·arithmetic? 
A new shipment of SUPPLIES has a~ivedo 
The little girl sang SWEETLY to her doll. 
Our flag has stripes of RED and white. 
The farmers all !HADED at the.oountry store. 
The b~ys ~e TREATING the little ones kindlyo 
The T S~ paint dries the quickesto . 
Do you like the TASTE of chocolate? 
Ea·ch VOTER wrote his choice on a slip of: paper o 
:Mother WAVES good-bye from the doorway.;, 
Polly WISHED tor a pony for her birthday. 
Did you WA~ the plants today? . 
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addresses 
brightest 
busily 
dry 
cared 
causes 
dra~~i:ng 
enjoy 
easier 
handy 
helped 
fish 
hoping 
3ourneyso 
measuring 
ice 
moved 
neerar 
oiled 
light 
pavement 
prayed 
sadder 
mana Be 
salta 
.scratchy 
skins 
merry 
studying 
su-pplies 
sweetly 
red 
traded 
treating 
thinnest 
taste 
voter 
waves 
wished 
water 
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The testing program is in two p~ta; the intelligence test and the 
spelling teeto The intelligence test is being given so that ~a
may be used as one basis ror comparison of the spelling difficulty of 
the word forms being tested in the second pei•ta The spel11n~ test i~ 
being given to determine the relative ai~ficulty ot various endings 
~,~d.-ingl -er, -est, -ly~ -y, -ment) added to different types of 
base words ending in y, e, or a consonant)o · 
I 
lb.,a P3'-1?:&;ner 9fner§.l Ab1lit:y Test.~ Ve~b§l Se;~es. ~nterp!edi§j;e Test,Forw-1! 
1~ This test is to be given juat before, o~ during the week that the 
spelling tests are g1ven"~· 
2o You will not score the testo I will do this. and send you the results 
a.s aoon as possibl&., ·· 
3 G The tes'tiXJR time ts 45 minutes. At least 15 min. should be allowed 
for dis~ribution and pre»aration. aa the d1~ections may be difficult, 
especially f"or the younger chi~~eJlo -The test should be given straight 
through~ without a break, eo allow a :ruu uninterrupted hour. 
4.- Each :pu.:Pil should have a good pencil (or 2), an eraser, e.nd a. piece 
of olean scratch ~aper tor necessary arithmetic calculations. 
5. The materials for this test ere all in one envel.o:pe, so labeled. (1) A test booklet for each pupil (and l tor the teacher) 
These are to be used aglb,. and pJtoul}i not be written on a.t atl o 
(2) An answer sheet fo~ eaeh pupil {and 1 for the teacher) 
~he$e are not to be machine scoreda eo ordinary school pencils 
should be used~ 
(3) A manual of directions for administration of the test 
Please go t:lfler this oaretully beforehand, and follow 1 t exactly, 
noting the differences in directions tor the use ot separate 
answer sheets~ The manuals are to be used again, so time and 
progress notes should be made on a se~arate paper. 
(4) A class reoord sheet 
Fill in the bl~s in the headingo 
Write the pupils' names, with last name first,, jJJ al,abetical ord§J 
Write each ~upil's age at the time of testing in thi or.m: 
10~ to~ tan years,S months · 
6 o When the testing :ts finished put the answer sheets tot?,ether in 
alphabetical order o Then put these, the test booklets t the manual • 
the class record sheetll extra booklets and answer shec;)ts not used, 
including the teaoher'a s~le~ back into the original envelope 
to be returned to roe. 
. Il 
.Ine_SJ?WlliJ!fJest 
This spelling test is not a competitive test~ nor an achievement 
teat in the sense of lle.ving any direct connection with a course of 
study or methods of teachingo It is important that there shq~d be no 
~repAration for the tests or giscuasion of them unt11 ~fter all_bave 
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.been comp~etedo Please be Qareful not to give any hint as to the special 
nature·of the tests. such as telling the pupils that these wor~e will 
be repeated with different endingea Attention should not be focused on 
endings, or rules for suffixes, etco Pupils may remark that the same 
words are being repeated. In this case answer,~Not quite the same," but 
don't explai~ how they are d1fterentq 
lo The test is divided into 10· lists of 40 words each. You will find in 
your k1 t 10 envelopes, numbered_ I through X.. Each envel()J?e contt.1.ins (1) the list ot nords to be tested and {2) the set of papers on which 
the pupils are to write the words0 
The test lists are·to be given in order as numbered, two each day (one in the morning and one in the afternoon) for 5 consecutive 
school dayso It is not necessary to begin ona Monday~ but do nqt 
begin on Friday or end on Mondayo In other ~ords 9 if you must break 
the continuity~ do so near the middle of the series~ rather than 
near the beginning or the endo 
2 .. The procedure for giv&ng each test list is as follows: (1) See that the pupils have good pencils and eraserso (2) Give a very brief introduction~ WWe are going to have a aeries of 
spelling tests. The words are not taken tram our spelling book, 
but they are all words that are use:ful. to knowo I am about to · 
give you the paper on which to take the first test .. Do not write 
anything on it until I give you directions~" 
-(3) Distribute the pa:Perso · (4) See that the pupils fill the blanks at the head of the paper 
correctly. The space "NO a " should be lef·t blanko A space 
tor the teacher• s name was omitted by mistake o Have the pupils 
write in your A§me above the space marked "School:~ 
(5) Give these directions; 
"There will be 40 wordso You will notice that the pe.J>er has 
lines numbered from 1 tQ 40. I will say each word once, tbSn 
use it in a sentence 9 then say it 9nce more» like this: 
'Noo 1. beautifUl-She wore a beautifyl dress4-beaut1tpl' 
After that·I will not repeat the word againe so listen· 
carefully o It you are not sure · ot some of the words I) do 
the best you cano"Try to write clearly~ and kee'P the words 
in a straight column. You may not cross out and correct· 
words; if you wish to change a word, erase it and ~Tite it 
overo Anything not clear will be counted wronga" 
( 6) Dictate the words by the method explained above o Be sure to 
enunciate clearly, but do not overemphaa17.e word endi~s., Pause 
after No~20 to remind the ~upils to begin the second column~ as 
a check for any who may have lost ·the ·pla·oe o 
After the first list most of the preliminaries will not be necessary. 
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5a As soon as a list has been given, check to be sure that every child 
has his name on his paper, and tha~ the headings . are otherwise complet~. 
Then put papers back in the envelope to be returned to me o I would 
appreciate hav&ng them in al~babetical ordero · 
Save out any papers not used and ret'ta!-n them loose, in the l~~e enve:k.~ 
4o ~e scoring of the spellin~ test& will not be completed this springo 
The results will be compiled by c~arative difficulty or endings 
at ditrerent grade and intelligence ~evels, not by classes or 
individuals. v.Jhen this work ia .fittisbed, I will send you a·~ 
of the resul.teh 
If you wish to go over some or all of your c.lasa pe:pers in order to 
give grades 1 or to'r your own or your Pl1Pils' interest, or for 
diagnoeie ot teaching needst by all llleans d.o so, but ple§.se ~on'.t 
~i e.nx marks on tl)e pa:pers. 
Absentees 
Bec•use the different rorms of each base word are distributed 
irregularly throughout the spelling lists, and because mental age is 
to be used in the analysis, it is important to have the set of tests 
complete tor each child. , 
Make-u~ tests may be given within a week following the regular 
testing. The word ~e-up should be written on the s:pelli.n~ pe:per 
below the· L~t Noo erhaps you can arrange me.ke•u:ps, especially for 
tfie :P{ntn~r es'E, tor the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades tagethar. 
Appended is a check sheet to helP you keep track of tests 
missed and made up. · 
Your cooJ)eration in this research project is gret\tly t~ppreciated., 
Floronce C. Shohl 
• 
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LIST lZI. 
Name School 
Co~unity Grade-·-- Date 
1. 21. 
2. 22. 
3. ·23. 
4. Z4. 
5. Z5~. 
6. Z6. 
7. Z7. 
8. Z8. 
9. Z9. 
10. 30. 
11. 31 
12. 32. 
13. 33. 
14 34. 
15. 35. 
16. 36. 
17. 37. 
18. 38. 
-
19 39. 
20. 40. 
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